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TRODUCTION

of the needs t o which this collection of_ resources

e backgrc nd, the typos, the goal codes, and the paten-

tial uses of this collection goals and their supporting materials

are to be found in the necompa- ?i-4, bookie urse Goals General Introduction.

NI e aim of that booklet is to provide users of the course goal collections in

Art, Melogicz3 1 and Physical lloaltb Educ, Language Arts, Mat

matics, Music, Social Icience, and Physical Education with a comprehensive

guide t l the use, revision, and further development of these planning and

evaluation resources.

This brief additional int roduction has the mere practical goals of

presenting a brief orienting over !low of the purpose. nature, and potential

uses of the products of the Coal Development Project, and (b) demonstrating

hew t read and interpret the materials in this collection.

Following is a guide to contents of the introduction:

The purposes, nature, and potential uses of this Course Coal
collection:

Why do we need to state learning goals? 2

What kind of goals are in this collection? 2

Bow do program and course goal;: differ
behavioral and performance objectives? .

Where did the program and course goals come from? 5

What can the goals in this collection be used for? . 6

Will help be available for evaluating attainment
of goals in this collection? 9

Is this the final version of the program and course
goals? . . . .. . .. . 10

How to read and interpret the materials in this collection 11



and no-e %1SCF. tai l Lion.

ghy dc_ vL 'lead co stare lc -nijitgapals:

If the basic purpose of edu Lion is to help _earner to grow and

change, then educators and learner: must decide and communicate to

another what directions that growth shcild take and what changes arc

possible and desirable. Par nts, school boards, and the community also

have a role to play in i-fluencing educational growth and change. This

responsibility can be exercised most rationally if the proposed di

tins of that growth and change are shared with them in clear and e pli-

cit goal statements.

This collection o7= program and course goals in matt ttics is a non-

prescriptive resource for educators and boards of education who wish to

design and execte learning plans and policies more efficiently and effec-

tively. It is envisioned that school systems will select from this col-

lection those program goals they subscribe to; that schools within a

system will select those course goals they believe appropriate to the

needs of their communities and students; and that tea-hers will

p _iences and testing methodologies to meet these goals that are appro

priate to the interests and abilities of their students.

That kind of =Dail@ are in this collection.

Two types of learning outcomes are included in this collection --

program goals and course goals. They differ in level of generality,

with program goals describing broader outcomes and course goals the

specific outcomes relating to them. Also, they differ in the type

of planning for which they are suited. Program goals usually serve as

guides to planning and organizing programs at district and area levels.

Course goals usually serve as guides to planning courses in schools,

departments, and classrooms.



At the classroom teacher 1 the course goals must undergo a

final translation into instructional goals and learning experiences.

Relying upon the professionalism of teachers, the Coal Development

Project has chosen not to intrude into this level, which is concerned

with the professional assembling and adapting of resources and method-

ology needed to'achieve the course goals.

How do rosram and course -owls differ from' behavioral and performance
objectives?

Figure 1 is an illustration from Language Arts of four levels of

goals. Examples of behavioral and performance objectives have also been

added to show how they differ from the program and course goals defined

in the Project.

Note that program and course goals clearly specify a desired learn-

ing outcome. But the "behavioral objective" specifies the method of

measurement as well as the desired behavior, while "perfo_ nee objec-

tive" adds prerequisites and proficiency level.

The Tri-county Goal Development Project has chosen to produce pro-

gram and course goals which are suitable for instructional planning,

without being constrained by the measurement demands of behavioral objec-

tives or the prerequisites and proficiency levels of performance objec-

tives. Thus, teachers and students are provided explicit statements of

possible learnings for which they can accept accountability in ways most

suitable to their instructional circumstances. The teacher and student

are free to select those methods of achieving selected outcomes which

seem most promising within the constraints of their resources and capa-

bilities. This provides for more flexible teaching and learning than

teaching machines and other teaching systems based on behavioral and

performance objectives. Such an approach places greater demands on the



System Goal

Program Goal

Course Goal
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Tho su able co-;;Imuniceto

orall7 and in wL.i_tinn, in n manner satinfios hi
need for exprcsion and the requirelc,enrs of chose
under idllom he may bacon- employed or receive further
education.

The student_ is able correctly to apply convenL
of English grammar and usage i speaking and writing.

K. The student knows that special verb Los
use with singular and plural subjects.

s exist for

The student is able to use appropriate singular and
plural verbs wits. s 'ar and plural, subjects.

The student s the singular and plural forms
the verb "to be for present and past tenses:

S P

I am We are I was we were
Instructional You are You are You were You were

Goal He, she They are He, she was They were

L

Behavioral Objec-
tive (Method of
Measurement
Specified)

Performance Objec-
tive (Prerequi-
sites and/or
Proficiency Levels
Specified)

The student is able. to use appropriate singular and
plural forms (present and past tense) of the verb
"to be" with singular and plural subjects in writing
sentences.

Given 20 sentences, ten with plural subjects and
ten with singular subjects, the student will iden-
tify the correct number form of the verb (is, are).

Given 20 sentences, ten with plural subjects and
ten with singular subjects, the student will iden-
tify the correct number form of the verb (is, are)
with at least 90% accuracy.
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cur--; ulua -p througnout, the m-tropolitah Porciand area. he

cs ti se

and were availa

V teachers guide7 by sucstan

supportod by trf.-county and Ore p; St _0

So -d or Education curriculum and evaluation pe personnel

o than 40 local school distr co in the tri-county area --)t metro-

politan Portland are active in the Project, This Sias been achieved rhr

the leadership of the feta educational dis icts ot cl- thr

counties, Repre' clve from go4 school districts outside the r.

p litan Portland area, Was i1` ton State, and from

terns have also made valuable concrib rions.

Its broad base _t participation strengthens

ivate schoschool

cr in a number

f ways. First, it provides greater financial and personnel support than

any single participant could provide. Second, it make- it possible to

draw upon a large and nationally representative pool cf teacher talent

in organizin goal developm nt Third, it provides a widely

representative testing ground

ZEn less than two years there it ve already been substantial payoffs,

Reports indicate that even the critique collections have been used xten-

sively in curriculum development and evaluation the past year and -er.

School districts contribute services of teachers to the Pr ject,

using local c_ riculum funds., Other i u Trent sources of support

.gon Board of Education, the Small Grants Program of Che nal

ar the theories and products of the Pr Luc

gh
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LR taxonomic ca.,,, LiovtL; '-dg cJi io,:ion can
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Li plans.

The project provides an important resource for inprOVi,f P the quality

and extent of participation of students, parents, teachers, school boards,

and other citizens in deciding t=he n aission of the school s. An intensive

look at the roles of each participating nil ating, reviewing,

contributing to, and approving goals will be a future task of the ,- eject.

Another use of the collection is _ wide a basis

learning accountability. If a school approves all or part of the course

goals for its students, grade level, divisional, or depart-ntal represen$

tati es ose from them those that are best suited to individual or

group aptitudes and interests.

IC is possible for. teach review goals with each student and

contract for their attainment if a completely individualized program

desired. Or, it is possible to stake out a set of goals for terge

(regular classes, special classes, -i -cours s etc.). In any event, the

goals themselves are sufficiently expli eans of teaching them and

of evaluating their attainment can be devised and applied individually or

to groups to suit the needs of teachers and manage ent.

Another use of the collection is the re itino and devel -ne of

courses curricula. By making curricular options explicit and sharable,

the collection can help in the development of nevi or modified courses of

instruction and the design or redesign of curricular experiences. One

important example of curriculum development fostered byfthis collection

is cross - disciplinary education. Probably nr concept is currently more



abused than interdisciplinary education." While the goals of subject

matter learning are at least implicit in the textbooks and other materials

used by teachers, the goals of interdisciplinary education do not have

even that questionable point of tangible reference. The T -unty

Project, through its extensive coding and retrieval systems, permits

selection of goals in terms of various c- binations of subject matte--

educational level, types of knowledge and process, career education pro-

gram goals, concepts and values, and index words. This system provides

important cues for interdisciplinary planning. The goals, although

printed in subject collections such as science, social science, mathe-

matics, music, etc., may be related and grouped in and across subjects

through computer retrieval by requesting those goals bearing one or more

of the seven code parameters. Thus, for example, a teacher interested in

a unit on marine biology can request goals dealing with related concepts

in science, social science, language, mathematics, or any other subject

field.

A final use of this collection is for LpaggeELannirs-
ic control of educational 'evelo.ment. The past few years in education

have demonstrated that few results of experimentation and development

are transportable. Th e inability of educators to define clear, unambigu-

ous statements of desired learning outcomes is an important underlying

cause. The T -c unty Project is-establishing sets of goals that may be

used consistently for instructional planning and evaluation. The sets

are open and are added to each time teachers or, curriculum planners speci-

fy appropriate 1 arnings not represented in the original collections.

However, any statement admitted to the collection undergoes a rigorous

process of statement, definition, and coding to insure that its utility

to teachers is equal to goals already in the collection.



collections will support CurrioUi I dev-

in tit Portland School System within a year o: two,

school diotricts :in the t- -county well The :;Lab i1 Lb

provide ec ctcat Tonal oxpe.t_ utati and development i!--; nppa

power of the goat collections themselves in promo

plannir and the ease and convenience it affords teachers that pia,

ring is equally evident.

Other uses can be cited, but districts will discover these. Tttall

of the above activities, districts are invited and encouraged 4o use the

collection selectively and to add their own goals wherever this collection

is insufficient to their needs We. hope that where they do add and modify,

they will use the feedback forms and contribute to the expansion and

improvement of the original collection,

ttt atioaal

Will hel be available for _va uatino the atta.Lnrrtent c,cials in this
collection?

The principal measurement- related product sought by the project devet-

°pets is a set of test items related to each course goal. This set is to

be so c p ehensive that any teacher who selects a course goal and trans-

lates it into one or more instructional goals will be able to -trieve

items, or at feast examples of items, appropriate to assess the attainment

of his instructional goals.

The Project is beginning to define evaluation models appropriate for

assessment of goals in each of the classes of knowledge and process. These

models will be used to guide both psychometricians and teachers in the

development of criterion referenced test items appropriate for measuring

each type of knowledge and process.- Teachers using the course goals during

the period the items are being developed will be asked to supply copies of

their periodic and final examinations to provide materials for a comprehen-

sive set of test items. Teacher aids for test item developmen- 1 on



the different goal types are being prepared to insure the quality of

the item bank. As soon a

generalizations,

theoretical formulations relating to values,

and concepts are refined and consistent, similar work

will begin in developing evaluation models and ite for those classes

of learning. This work should take two to five years to complete,

depending on resources.

is this the and course oal

the development of both the program and the course goals, an

effort was made to make them comprehensive, realistic, and immediately

applicable to schools as they are currently organized. At the same time,

these goals and the taxonomy are to be revised and improved as they are

subjected to use and scrutiny by teachers and curriculum personnel. This

is to be accomplished through the feedback instrument distributed with

these goals.

As time passes, new goals will be called for. For this reason a

provision is being made for the continual review and revision of the goals.

This will be largely dependent on feedback from the:field. Thu.k, what is

being created is a complete, dynamic, open system for goal-based learning

and evaluation. Such a system will be a useful resource to all those seek-

ing to improve their understanding of what should be learned, how it should

be learned, and how evaluated.



How to read and interpret the materials in is goal collection.

Following this introduction there are four sets of indexes for retrieving

course goals (indicated by four different colors): subject matter taxonomy,

pink; knowledge and process classifications, yellow; subject area program goals,

blue; And career education program goals, green.

Codes on the course goals refer to the materials on the colored pages.

colors are to help you find the meaning of a code found beside a course goal.

Below is a description of how to read and interpret a page of course goals and

its codes.

The bulk of the pages in this collection are takpn up with the course goals

themselves and their codes. Since our aim here is to learn how to read, inter-

pret, and use these goals, let us look at and discuss a sample page of them

taken from the music collection. The format of the page is the same for the

mathematics collection. (Please see following page.)

The number headings of the left hand column (4. Listening to Music and

4.2 Responses) are those sections and subsections of the subject matter taxonomy

under which the goals on this page are classified. The subject matter taxonomy

which is to be found on the pink pages in the front of the book serves as a

table of contents for this collection.

By looking through the taxonomy, a user can find what topics are covered

and can turn to those in which he is interested. Also, the headings may be used

along with one or more of the other codes to retrieve subsets of goals from the

computerized storage system. Finally, the taxonomies form a comprehensive but

brief overview of the topics in each subject area judged important in K-12

curricula. As such, they form a valuable and convenient tool for curriculum

and materials review and planning.

The next thing we note in column (1) under the heading "4.2 Responses

(cont.)" are the Cour 1s themselves. Some goals in this column have a



(1)

4. Listening to Music

COURSE GOALS

MUSIC

4.2 Re -onseS (cont.)

The student knows that the ability to 1 U H G2 la 4.23 (C) Intellect
listen effectively can be acquired
through attention to specifics and
through experiences.

K8 4a
4b

(V1) Aesthetic
perceptio

The student knows reasons why musical I U H R.7 la 4a 4.23 (C) Aural mom
appreciation requires an auditory im-
pression to be retained in the memory

K8 4a
4b

4d (V1) Aesthetic

pereeptio:
(i.e., the composition cannot be seen
in its entirety, as is possible in the
visual arts).

The student knows that auditory impres- I U H K3 is 4.23 (C) Aural merm
Sion is retained in the memory through
attention, repetition, and familiarity.

K8 4a
4b

The student knows that the greater his U H C2 la 3c 4.23 (C) Mood
knowledge of music, the more he can K3 4a (C) Eleme
listen for and the greater his poten-
tial for enjoyment.

K8 4b music
(V1) Pleasure
(V1) Self-

knowledge

The student is able to direct his atten
tion toward specific factors in the

U A P33
P62

la
4a

5a (C) Elements,
music

music (e.g., mood, style, subject mat-
ter, tonality, instrumentation).

P65 4b (V1) Aesthetic
perceptior

The student is able to distinguish
specific factors in music he hears

P I U H P33
P45

la

4a
5a (C) Elements,

music
(e.g., characteristics of melody,
structural organization, expressive
characteristics

4b (V1) Aesthetic
perception

The student knows that his knowledge of
the conventions of music establishes
expectancies in the listening process.

I U H K2
K8

la

3a

4a
4b

8.12 (C) Elements,
music

(V1) Aesthetic
perception

(V1) Self-
knowledge
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bracket to their left. The goals inside the bracket are logically related

and may be viewed as a unit.

The column (2) on the page as we move from left to right is headed

"Level P/I/U/H" (primary, intermediate, upper, and higher). This code pro-

vides the teacher or curriculum planner an estimate of the level or levels

at which the learning is appropriate. Many times the nature of the goal

suggests continued learning over several levels, in which case all levels

involved are coded. These indications of level are suggestive only, for it

is evident that the appropriate time for learning varies with the interests

and abilities of students.

The third column (3) is headed "Knowled e or Process lassifications.

The classifications re ferred to are described at the front of the book on

the yellow pages. All goals are roughly classified as knowledge or process

depending upon whether they deal with something that is to be known or some-

thing the student is able to do. All goals, therefore, begin with the words,

"The student knaws..." or "The student is able to...

The familiar knowledge /process distinction is further subdivided into

twelve knowledge and seventy-nine process categories to which all course

goals have been coded. It will be noted that these classifications owe a

Pa ial debt to earlier researchers; notably, Benjamin Bloom, David Krathwohl,

F .Robert Glaser, Henry Walbessor, and Ralph Tyler in Education; Robert Gagne and

Robert Miller in Psychology; Jean Piaget and Jerome Bruner in Child Development;

and others.

At this point the reader may question the reason for the rather detailed

and elaborate system of classifying educational outcomes that has evolved

during the Project. We have found that providing teachers with these classi-

fication systems has resulted in a more critical approach to the writing of

goals. A teacher in attempting to place a goal in its appropriate category
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find that its intent is clearly related to one of the categories but

its form of expression does not immediately identify it with that category.

By rewording the goal, the teacher brings the true intent of the goal -into

sharper focus, and in almost every instance improves its meaning and clarity.

a have also found that the detailed classifying of knowledge and process goals

provides insight into alternative ways of using them for teaching acid evaluation.

For example, the G2 and K8 beside the first goal on the preceding page indicate

that it ray be taught and evaluated either as a simple generalization (G2) or

a goal about the causes of effecriive listening (K8). Finally, work has

acre dy begun in analyzing and suggesting to teachers the types of measurement

appropriate for each type of knowledge goal. This work will be extended

process learning as rapidly as resources permit.

Column (4) on the page is headed Subject Area Pro ramGoals." In this

column we find the number of one or more of t e program goals found in the

front of this book on the blue pages. The definition of this type of goal and

its relation to course goals was discussed earlier. Here it is enough to re-

call that program goals are more general than course goals and that a set of

program goals should constitute a description of the major overall learning

outcomes expected from a program. Each course goal is cross coded to the

program goal(s) to whose attainment it is most directly related.

Column (5) on the page is headed "Career Education P o ram Goals." In

this columu we may find the code of one or more of the career education pro-

gram goals found in the front of the book on the green pages. Career educa-

tion, as envisioned by the coders, concerns the total life of an individual,

including day-to-day living, vocation, avocation, and leisure. Nearly every-

course goal bears at least an indirect relationship to career education viewed

in that manner. Only those course goals, however, which have a "direct" vela-

tionship to a career education program goal have been coded to that program

goal.
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A "direct" relationship was interpreted to exist between a course goal

and a career education program goal if a teacher could easily and naturally

attach some career meaning to the instructions relating to that course goal

and thus readily integrate the teaching of career education into teaching his

subject. The restriction of the codings to direct relationships as just de-

fined means that codings to career education program goals are relatively rare

in the goals written under the more detailed and technical parts of a subject's

taxonomy. In these relatively specific and technical areas, Career Education

Program Goal 5a, which deals with the basic skills necessary for job entry and

is found only in process goals, is often the only code found in this fifth

column. This is even more true in the mathematics collection than in the

collections in some of the other subject matter areas. Since mathematics is

basic to so many aspects of career education, it is especially difficult to

singl- R ut special goals as being more directly related than others to program

goals of career education. Therefore, except for a few goals which deal expli-

citly with careers in the latter sections of goals, 5a is used almost exclu-

sively in this critique's collection to cross code to career education. The

validity and possible extensions of this approach to integrating mathematics

and career education will continue to be explored by the Project.

A reader should not assume that because a course goal is cross coded to

a career education program goal that he should make an effort to relate it

to that aspect of career education in every case. That is up to himself and

the policies to which he is responsible. This coding provides suggestions,

not prescriptions for curriculum planning and teaching.

A teacher may use this coding as a help to integrating a discipline and

career education and vice versa, by asking himself the following question:

"When l am teaching this goal, is there some aspect of career education that

can be usefully and naturally brought to the attention,of my students?" The



cross cc

is.

appears, suggests there be ano wnac cte aspect

The career ducation code used with these goal collections makes them

the first operational resource for "integrating career education and the

rest of the curricula." Naturally a great deal of work has to be done to

refine and extend the beginning which the present cross codings represent.

The coding "Other lated Content Taxon under colu-n (6)

provided since goals are often rightly classified under more than one sub

ject heading. The numbers in this column fer to the taxonomy on the pink

pages at the front of the book. For purposes of computer retrieval, it is

possible to request all goals which deal with a particular subject heading,

and to extract not only the goals placed under that heading, but also all

other goals cross-referenced to it wherever they are located in the collec-

While this capability presently exists only within a subject field,

it later will be provided among subject fields.

Column (7) on this page is headed "(CCorlords."
This form of code is one of the neadst and potentially most useful ways to

describe and retrieve sets of goals, especially for interdisciplinary learn-

ing. Although explicitly singling out the concepts and values dealt with in

goals theoretically very interesting and useful, in practice it is very

difficult since no valid lists of such concepts and values exist in the var-

ious subject areas. Accordingly, the codings applied in this critique edition

should be viewed as experimental attempts made to solicit constructive criticism.

Those who feel that a goal deals with a concept or value according to the d ini-

tions and procedures described below and do not find it coded are invited to so

inform the revision committees through the feedback forms provided with this

collection.
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Words chosen to characterize values and concepts represent residuals of

experience that influence the way individuals perceive and behave. Thus, the

word freedom connotes certain behaviors associated with the ideal state. Like-

wise, a word like honesty characterizes a set of behaviors which viewed from a

societal perspective characterizes an individual as honest. From an educator's

point of view, the only resources available co help students acquire the desired

concepts and behavioral tendencies are the knowledge and process learnings

planned for and with students.

The word designating the major concepts to which a goal relates were

written beside that goal in the seventh column. Words identifying concepts

are preceded by "(C )" to distinguish them from the value words found in the

same column.

A glance through the subject taxonomy on the pink pages at the front of

the book reveals many headings which themselves are concept words. These head-

ings have not been repeated as concept words on every goal under that heading,

but only on those goals which bear the most direct and general relationship to

the concept designated.

Especially important in considering the nature of values is the distinc-

tion between the instrumental processes of clarifying and forming values (V2)

and values as end products to be inculcated and strived toward (V1). The

curricular and methodological implications of teaching toward values as end

products are entirely different from those concerned with the processes of

value clarification and formation.

In helping students acquire and strive to attain values (V1), the educator

must rely upon teaching knowledge and skills that have a logical bearing upon

these values. Where he is concerned with the teaching of value clarification

and formation processes (V2), he must teach such conventional skills as veri-

fying information, relating information to criteria, and other methods of

clarifying personal and social values by which the clarification, interpretation,



and internalization of information can be accomplished. These are the same

processes found in the Inquiry and Problem Solving Processes Classification

on the yellow pages at the first of the book and are coded in colt (3).

The type-of values coded in column (7) of this goal collection is type

(V1). Where a goal may be used to inculcate or help a student att

value, the value is named in this column and a "(V1)" is written in front

it. Where a process related to value formation is dealt with in a goal, it

will be a process goal. The process will be indicated by the process code in

column (3).

The nature of maChelatics has limited the number of(V1) value todings

in this collection. With few exceptions they are to be found in the final

four sections of goals (8-11). Thevalues inculcated and strived toward in

mathematics such as mathematical elegance, rationality, fidelity to logic,

rigor, etc., for the most part underlie the subject matter of mathematics

rather than being dealt with directly in its subject matter. The Project

will continue to explore the relationship between mathematics and the very

important values it supports and ways to make their relationship explicit.

Another useful code is the Index-Word. Although it does not appear on

the printed page, it is keyed to each goal for retrieval in much the way docu-

ments are coded for retrieval in the familiar ERIC retrieval system. Users

will have available lists of index words by discipline and across disciplines.

A most important set of materials in this manual is the Feedback Instru-

ment. This instrument calls for the minimum information we need from you, the

user, if we are to refine and expand the collection and improve its value to

all users. Additional input is welcomed by phone, word of mouth, carrier pigeon,

etc., after you have discussed and tried out this resource in your district.

Ultimat ly, the success of the project is dependent on this input.
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THEMATICS TAXONOMY

1.0 Number sys

1.1 Whole numbers

1.11 Addition

1.12 Subtraction

1.13 .Multiplication

1.14 Division

1.15 Cardinal numbers

1.16 Ordinal use

1.17 Ordering

1.2 Integers

1.21 Addition

1.22 Subtraction

1.23 Multiplication

1.24 Division

1.25 Absolute Value

1.26 Order

1. 3 Rational numbers, positive, ze-- and negative

1.31 Addition

1.32 Subtraction

1.33 Multiplicat-

1.34 Division

1.35 Absolute Value

1.36 Order

1.37. Ratio, proportion, and percent



1.4 Real numbers

1.41 Operations

1.42 Absolute Value

1.43 Order

1.44 Limit8 and sequences

1.5 Complex numbers

1.6 Matrices and determinants

1.7 Vectors

1.8 Algebraic Expressions

1.81 Polynomials

1.82 Rational\expressions

2.0 Numeration

2.1 Base systems

2.2 Decimal systems

2.3 Other systems

2.4 Scientific and exponential notation

2.5 Rational number names

2.6 Number theory

3.0 athematic-1 sentences and their solutions

3.1 Equalities

3.2 Inequalities

3.3 Systems

3.4 Word problems and applications

4.0 Relations and functions

4.1 Mapping

4.2 Inverse relations and functions

4.3 Algebraic functions

4.4 Exponential functions



4.5 Logarithmic functions

4.6 Trigonometric (circular) functions

4.7 Probability functions

4.8 Other functions

5.0 Geometry

5.1 Plane and space

5.2 Coordinate-geometry

5.3 Transformational geometry

5.4 Other geometries

6.0 Measurement

6.1 Systems and categories

6.2 Accuracy

6.3 Measurement r ents

7.0 Sets

7.1 Terminology

7.2 Operations on sets

8.0 Logic

8.1 Terminology

8.2 Statements

8.3 Rea4 ning

8.4 Abstract mathematical systems

9.0 Probability and statistics

9.1 Sampling and data collection

9.2 i easMeasures

9.3 Combinatorial

9.4 Probability theory

9.5 Interpretation



10.0 History Mathematics

10.1 Early Period

10.2 Greco-Roman Period

10.3 Middle Age Period

10.4 Modern Period

11.0 Computational Devices

11.1 Computers

11.2 Slide Rules

11.3 Other Devices



KNOWLEDGE

AND

PROCESS

CLASSIFICATIONS



-r no; ledge C_cgories-

Gi Principals and La ys

G2 Simple Generalizations

Kl Conventions. Names and Nomenclature

K2 Conventions; Symbols, Rules, Standardized Processes,
Definitions

Properties, Parts, Characc ristice Features, Elements,
Dimensions

K4 Trends and Sequences

K5 Similarities and Differences, Discriminations, Cl -si-
fications

K6 Contexts, Locations, and Orientations

K7 Operations, Methods of Dealing with, Functions

KS Cause and Effect Relationships (Costs and Benefits)

K9 Criteria or Standards

K10 Non Cause-Effect Relationships

-Inquiry-Problem Solving Processes-

P1 Input Acquiring Information

P2 Input
Verification

P11 Viewing
P12 Hearing
P13 Feeling (tactile)
P14 Smelling
P15 Tasting
P16 Using sense extenders

Insuring Validity and Adequacy

P21 Evaluating authoritativeness of sources
P22 Evaluating logical consistency and accuracy
P23 Evaluating relevance to desired learning purposes
P24 Evaluating adequacy for acting or deciding

(comprehensiveness and depth)



13 Pro_lr Organizing Information

P1 Labeling, naming, nt.bering, coding
P32 Rcc rding, listing
P33 Classifying, categorizing, grouping, elcating,

according to criteria
P34 Ordering, sequencing
P35 Manipulating, arranging, transforming, computl
P36 Estimating
P37 Summarizing, abstracting

P4 Processing I Interpreting Info (drawing meaning from data)

P41 Decoding verbal and non-verbal symbols
(reading and literal translating)

P42 Inferring, interpolating, extrapolating
P43 Analyzing
P44 Associating, relating, equating
P45 Comparing, contrasting, discriminating
P46 Synthesizing
P47 Testing against standards or criteria
P48 Generalizing

P5 Processing II Using information to Produce New Inforeior

P51 Theorizing, predicting
P52 Formulating hypotheses
P53 Testing hypotheses
P54 Revising hypotheses

P6 output I Acting on Che Basis of Information

P7 Output it

P61 Reacting
P62 Making decisions
P63 Solving problems
F64 Restructuring values (adapting, modifying)
P65 Restructuring behavior (adapting, modifying)
P66 Encoding verbal and non-verbal symbols prior

to communication
P67 Creating on the basis of knowledge and process

Co unioating Information

P71 Vocalizing (non-verbal)
P72 Gesturing, moving
P73 Touching
P74 Speaking
P75 Writing
176 Using art.media (painting,

constructing, et
4'77 Dramatizing
P78 Singing, playing instruments
P79 Dancing

drawin sculpting,



SUBJECT AREA

PROGRAM GOALS



THE4ATIECS FROG,.

1. The student knows and is able to use the symbols, elements, operations,
and structure of the following number systems; whole numbers, integers,
rational numbers, real numbers, complex numbers and other systems, both
finite and infinite.

The student able to use the language and symbolism of sets to
express properties of number and number operations, poin
objects, and ideas and relationships among them.

The student knows that numbers or algebraic expressions may be
written in many forms and is able to rewrite them from one form
to another.

c. The student is able to use the properties of equality and inequal
ity to relate .umbers,

d. The student knows the properties of and relationships among the
fundamental operations.

e. The student is able to compute with accuracy and efficiency in
operating with numbers and expressions.

Thr, student able to use the concept of "function" as defined
mathematici= in interrelating concepts, topics, and branches
mathematics.

a. The student is able to use graphs, tables, algebraic or trig-
onometric sentences to show the relationship between two sets
of numbers, or elements other than numbers, and is able to iden-
tify relationships that are mathematical functions.

b. The student is able to use the knowledge of "function" as repre-sented by graphs, tables, and mathematical statements for the
solution of real and simulated problems.

The student is able to read and interpret graphs and tables
found in magazines,

newspapers, bulletins, and reports.

The student knows the historical and cultural development of counting,measuring, and of mathematical symbols and systems.

The student is able to use mathematical symbols, system and operationsto the solution of quantitative problems.

The student is able to estimate the solution of a quart:problem.

b. The student is able to translate a problem situation into amathematical sentence of model, find a solution for the model,and reinterpret the mathematical solution in the context ofthis problem situation.



5. The student kn+ ws and is able tc apply the prepe
figures.

of geometric

a. The student is able to associate a number' called length with a
line segment, a number called area with a closed surface, and a
number called volume with a closed surface and its interior.

The student is able to visualize or approximate distances and
locations in space.

The student is able to describe point sets algebraically and
algebraic sentences geometrically using a coordinate space.

d. The student is able to use inductive and deductive reasoning to
derive geometric properties.

e. The student is able to use properties of geometric figures in
solving real and simulated problems.

6. The student is able to use logic symbols and operations in solving
problems involving logical inferences.

a. The student is able to synthesize rules of logic to prove or
disprove statements.

b. The student is able to recognize instances of the use of faulty
logic.

c. The student is able to make valid generalizations from specific
instances.

The student is able to organize logical arguments.

7. The student knows and is able to use the mathematics of probability and
statistics.

The student is able to collect and tabulate data, compute statistical
indices descriptive of the data, and interpret the data gathered.

b. The student is able to decide which statistical indices and graphi-
cal representations are most suitable for a given situation.

c. The student is able to make probabilistic inferences from statistics.

d. The student is able to recognize misuse of statistics.

The student is able to select and use support technology such as calcula-
tors, computers, and slide rules in the solution of mathematical problems
and problems which require mathematical solutions.



9. The student is able to measure things which are quantitatively
describable.

student is able to use conventional units of measurement and
select the unit of measurement which is most appropriate and effi
cient for a particular purpose.

The student is able to communicate using measurement ideas and
terminology,



CAREER EDUCATION

PROGRAM GOALS



CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM GOALS

1. Attitudes and Values
Toward Self and Others

Attitudes and Values
Toward Work

3. Career Education and
the Total Curriculum

4. Career Exploration

5. Career Preparation

. Career Placement and
Employment

Awareness 'Exploration Preparation
K-6 7-10 11-12

x x x

x x x

x x

x x

Regardless of the instructional level at which

each group of program goals is introduced,

continuous development and reinforcement through

the remaining years of education is expected,
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The sLudent _ thJ,L every career ha, entry; perfo
physical, atztitudial, and educational requirements.

tudent knows that career choice may help dot e Erie"ate , and status in the community.

The student is able to select a tentative career choice based
upon exploration of a wide variety of occupations.

_- student l oars that career choice affects the amount and typeof leisure activity that may be pursued.

5. Career Preparation

The student is able to develop and s ply the basic skills andbehaviors required to perform one or more entry level jobs.

b. The student is able to employ the following organizational skillsappropriate to the career of his choice:

1. identify the objectives of a task
2. specify the resources required
3, outline the steps necessary for completi
A. perform the actual operations
5: evaluate the final product

6 Careec Placement and Employment

The student is able to make an assessment of the labor market todetermine opportunities that will advance his career.

b The student knows the educational opportunities that exist beyondgrade 12 for the enhancement of his career skills and his personaldevelopment.

The student knows the advantages and responsibilities associatedwith working independently, as a member of a team, and under directsupervision.

d. The student knows that the acceptance of a tas_. requires the accept-ance of responsibilities
to himself and others.

e. The student knows the opportunities for vertical and lateral mobilitywithin his career cluster.



COURSE GOALS
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umber Sys Gems

COURSE GOALS

TICS

1.Number S-stems (CotiLl

The student is able to apply the number
properties as an aid to simplify compu7
cation (including grouping of tens in
addition, quick recognition of zero
factors or dividends).

The student knows the properties of
major mathematical systems including
group,-integral domain, ring, and
field,

'.'he student is able to determine
whether a system satisfies the pr oper
ties for a particular mathematical
structure (including group, ring, and
field).

The student knows the definition of the
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive
properties.

The student knows that for two element.-;
a and b of a set of numbers, one and
only one of the following is true:
a k b, a < b, or a > b. (Trichotomy Law)

The student knows the number line is a
symbolic representation of the set of
real numbers.

student knows that a set is dense
for any two elements a and L, there
is an element between a and b.

The student kno. ws that cardinal number
refers to the number of elements of a
set whereas ordinal number refers to
position in an ordered set.

PIUH P35

P41
P65

H P33

P45
P47

I U H K2

K3

I U H G1
K1

K2

PIUH K2
K7

I

IK2

KS

-.;)Structure,

math

(C)Structure,
math

5.0 (C)Equivalence

(C)Number,
relationships

(C)Cardinality
(C)Ordinality



C CUR$ GOALS

The dent= knows t set o1= Wriole num-
bers is an ilh finice set that can be

-rpresented by 3

The student knows
. sec of natural PILIH

intin 1,numbers is2, 3, ...( i

a subset ol- the set of whole T fibers

student knows the sec -hole
-iumbers is noc dense since there is no
wani,t,- number between two consecutive
whole numbers.

The sondoni. knows that there lre many
names tor the same whole nhlm or -.g.,
26, !(:) + 6, twenty-si.: XXVI).

The srudent knows each element of cho
sat of whole numbers

_1

i.uo, O, 1, 2,

0, 0 T 1, 1 +

a successor,

The student knows that the sot of whole
numbers may be represented on a number
line.

The student is able to locate the set oL
whole numbers on the number line.

The student is able to epresent mathe-
matical operations with whole numbers on
number line.

Structu
with

K3

K4

la

lb

la

PIUM K3 la

KS 2a

PILIM P31 la
P44 2a

PIUli P31 la

P44 2a
P66

(C)
Lions

Nume_

a InH

rs

(C) Number ry
tionshipL,

Number to a
tionships

(C) Operations,
math



TICS

1. Number Systems

11 111.21111-112(.11.21L)

I U H

P I U H

U H

P 1 U H

I U H

P I U H

1C

K3

K3

K2
K5
K7

P67

P36

la

le

id

la

Id

id

le

le

2.0

(C )Number,

relation.

(C )Operatiol

math

(C)Operatior
math

(C)Operatiol
math

(C) Operatic

math

(C) Oper Li(
math

The student knows that the identity
elements for the set of whole numbers
are 1 for multiplication and 0 for
addition.

The student knows addition-subtraction
and multiplication-division are inverse
operations in the set of whole numbers.

The student knows that in the set of
whole numbers the four fundamental
operations are well-defined since a
unique result of the operation is in the
set.

The student knows the four fundamental
operations may be represented by combin-
ing or partitioning sets.

The student is able to use properties
of number, numeration, and operations
to derive some computational algorithm
of his own.

The student is able to estimate whether
a sum, difference, product, or quotient
is reasonable.

)1



1. Number Systems
1.1 Whole Numbers

COURSE GOALS

TICS

1.11 Addition

The student knows the additive combing-
Lions of the whole numbers "0" through
u911

P I U K2

K3
K7

lb

le

The student knows ways in which addition
is defined (including counting, combin-
ing of sets, displacement on a number
line) .

P I U H 1(2 la

ld

The student knows the set of whole nu-
hers with respect to addition is closed,
commutative, associative and that
multiplication is distributive over
addition.

P I U H K3 Lb

Id

le

(C)Stru c --

math

The student is able to regroup (carry-
ing) in addition.

PIUH P33

P35

lb

le

2.0

The student knows that only places of
like value may be added.

P I U H K2

K5
lb

le

2.0

K7

The student is able to add whole numbers P I U H P35 ,lb

le

5a



1. Number Systems
1.1 Whole Numbers

COURSE GOALS

`1HENATI CS

1.12 Subtraction

The student knows the subtraction com-
oin tions of the whole numbers 1 through

P I U H K2
K3

lb

le
9.

K7

The student knows ways in which subtrac-
tion is defined (including as the
inverse of addition, finding a missing
addend, partitioning of sets) .

P I K ld

The student knows that in the set of
whole numbers the properties of closure,
commutativity and associativity are not
valid for subtraction.

PIUH K3 ld

le
(C)8tructure,

math

The student is able to regroup (borrow-
ing) in subtraction.

P I U H P33
P35

lb

le

The student is able to use rules of
place value and regrouping to subtract
whole numbers.

P 1 U H P35 lb

le

The student is able to check subtraction
of whole numbers by addition.

P I U H P24
P35

le

P47

the student is able to subtract whole
lumbers.

P I U H P35 lb

le
5a

_,-------,------'
---=-------



1. Number Systems
1.1 Whole Numbers

MA's TICS 8

7.13 multiplication

The student knows the basic rules of
multiplication in the set of whole
numbers (including multiplying by 10,

P I U H K2

K3
K7

le

100, 1000).

The student knows that in the set of
whole numbers multiplication may be
defined as repeated addition

I U H K2
K7

Id

le

( 4 x 2 4 + 4 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 ) .

The student knows that in the set of
whole numbers multiplication is closed,
commutative, associative, and distri-
butive over addition.

P 1 U II K3 la

ld

le

(0)Structure
math

The student knows that the product of
two whole numbers, a and b, is zero,
if and only if, a or b is zero.

P I U H K3
K7
K9

le

The student knows an algorithm for
multiplication in the set of whole
numbers.

P I U H K2

K7

ld

le

The student is able to multiply whole
numbers.

P I U H P35 le 5a

The student is able to check the accur-
acy of a product (including the use of
the commutative property, distributive
property, inverse operations, repeated

1 U H P24
P35
P47

-----

ld

le
-----

addition).
_..---....,_

,...



1. Number Systems
1.1 Whole mnbers

THEMATICS

OA

1.14 Division

P I U H

P I U H

U H

1 U H

I U H

P I U H

I U H

1 U H

K2
K3
K7

K2
K7

K2

K7
K9

K3

K3

K2
K7

P35

P24

P35
P47

la

le

ld

le

lb

ld

la

ld

ld

le

lb

le

lb

le

ld

le

5a

1.0

(0 Structure,
math

The student knows the inverse relations
of the multiplication tables.

A student knows that division of whole
numbers may be defined as repeated
subtraction or as the inverse of multi-
plication.

The student knows that for whole numbers
a, b, and c, a i- b = c if and only if
c . b = a and b# 0.

The student knows that in the set of
whole numbers, division by zero is
undefined.

The student knows that in the set of
whole numbers the properties of closure,
commutativity and associativity are not
valid for division.

The student knows an algorithm for
division of whole numbers.

Tbe_student is able to divide whole
numbers.

The student is able to check the accur-
acy of a quotient (using inverse opera-
tions, repeated subtraction, applying
the distributive property).



nber Systems
hole Numbers

MA TICS 1C

COURSE GOALS

1.15 Cardinal Numbers

The student knows that a cardinal num-
her tells how many objects a set
contains.

P I U H K2 la 7.0 (C)Cardinal

The student knows that there may be
several ways to count the members of a
set but there is only one cardinal num-
ber for the set.

P I U H K3 la 7.0 (C)Cardinal
(C)Numerati

The student knows that counting is
matching an ordered number name to
each member of a set.

P I K2 la 7.0 (C)Nurnerati

The student is able to count members of
a set by naming a one-to-one correspon-
dance between number names and members
(elements) of a set.

P I P31

P34
P35

is 7.0 (C)Numerati

The student is able to count by
multiples (e.g., by 2's, 5's, 10's).

P I P31
P34

P35

la

lo
le

(C)Numerati

The student is able to abstrac,_ the
cardinal number of certain gets without
counting.

P I P33

P37

la 5a 7.0 (C)Cardinal

The student knows that equivalent sets
are those whose members can be placed
in a one-to-one correspondence.

PIUH K2

K5
la 7.0 (C)Equivale

The student knows that "greater than"
and "less than" are relations defined
for the cardinal numbers of sets.

P I K2
K3

la

lc
7.0 (C)Ordinali



1. umber Sys tea
1.1 Whole Numb

COURSE COALS

MATHEMATICS 11.

1.16 Ordinal Use

The student knows that an ordinal number
refers to the position of one object in
an ordered set.

P I U H K2
K6

la (C)Ordinality

The student knows the vocabulary used to
describe the position of a number in an
ordered set (e.g., first, second, third)

P I U H K1
K6

la (C)Ordinality

The student is able to use ordinal num-
bets to develop a one-to-one corraspon-
deuce between ordered sets.

P I P44
P65

la 5a (C )Numeration

The student is able to match the ordinal
number name associated with each cardi-
nal number.

P I U P44
P65

la (_C)Nur e ation



TICS

Number Systems
1.] Whole Numbers

12

1.17 Ordering

, _ ____c__ _ _

The student knows the meaning of those
symbols associated with ordering
(including <, >, <:, > ).

P I U H K2 (C)Ordinali

The student knows that for whole numbers
a and b, (a b), a is greater than
b if b can be subtracted from a
(i.e., 6> 4 since 6 - 4.1 2).

P I K2

K7
K9

la

lc
(C)Ordinali

The student knows that for whole numbers
a and b, a > b if and only if
a - b> O.

U H K2
K9

la

1c
(C)Ord -alii

The student knows Chat for any two whole
numbers a and b, exactly one of the
following is true: a = b, a < b, or
a > b (Trichotomy Law).

P I U H Gi
K3

lc (C)Ordinalii

The student knows that the set of whole
numbers, when represented on a number
line, are in ascending order of magni-
tude from left to right.

P I U K2

K4
la

2a
(C)0 d nalii

The student is able to order a set of
whole numbers.

P I U H P34
P65

lc 5a (C)0 dinalit



S

MATHEMATICS 13.

,2 _Integers

The student knows that the set of ince-
gets is the union of the set of whole
numbers and their opposites

-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3,

The student knows that any integer is
positive, negative, or zero.

I U H

I U H

K2
K5

K3 la

C Structure,
math

The student knows that the set of into-
gets is not dense since between two
consecutive integers there does not
exist another integer.

1 U Ti K3
Kg

la

The student knows that the symbols "+"
sand "-" may be used to name integers
as well as to indicate mathematical
operations.

I U H K2 la

The student knows that a raised + or I U H K la- sign with a numeral indicates a posi-
tive or negative number (+6,positive
six; -6, negative six).

The student knows that those properties,
definitions, and computation facts valid
for the set of whole numbers are also
valid for the set of integers.

I U H K3 la

id
(C)Structure,

math

The student knows the identity elements I U H K2 lain the set ©f integers are 0 for
addition, 1 for multiplication.

K3 id
le

The student knows that two integers are I U H K2 laadditive inverses (opposites) of each
other when their sum is zero.

K3
K9

ld

The student knows that zero is its own
additive inverse.

I U H K3 la

Id



MATHEMATICS

L. Number Systems

14.

COURSE GOALS

111-alEigclal

The student knows that on a number line I U H K3 la (C)Ordinel Ly
representing. the set of integers, the
negative integers decrease from zero to
the left and the positive integers
increase from zero to the right.

K4
K6

2a

The student is able to' locate the set I U L1 P31 la
of integers on a numbet line. P44 2a

The student is able to represent mathe- 1 U P31 la
matical operations with integers on a
number line.

P44
P66

ld



Number Systems
1.2 Integers

MATHEMATICS 15.

1.21 Addition

The student knows that in the set of
integers addition is closed, commutative
and associative.

I U li K3 ld (C)Structure,
math

The student knows that for every integer.
a, there exists an integer, -a, called
its additive inverse such that
a4. -a = O.

I U U K2
K9

la

The student knows that the sum of two
integers, one positive and one negative,
is the difference of their absolute
values and has the sign of the integer
with the greater absolute value.

I U_U K7- id

le

The student knows that the sum Of two
positive integers is the sum of their
absolute values and is positive.

I U IH_ K7 id

le

The student knows that the sum of two
negative integers is the sum of their
absolute valves and is negative.

I. U li K7 Id

le

The student is able to add integers.
.

I U H P35 lb

le



1. Number Systems
1.2 Integers

NA: TICS

COURSE COALS

1.22 Subtraction

[

The student knows that the difference,
a - b, of two integers a and b, is
the sum of a and the opposite (addi-
tive inverse) of b.

The student knows that subtracting an
integer is the same as adding its oppo-
site (additive inverse).

The student knows that subtraction is I U H
closed in the set of integers.

The student knows that subtraction of I U H
integers is not commutative or associa
tive.

The student is able to subtract integers I U H P35

la

ld

le

la

id

le

la

ld

id

ld

le

Structu
math



Number Systems
1.2 Integers

COURSE COALS

MATHEMATICS

1.23 Multiplication

The student knows that multiplication o
integers is closed, commutative, assn-
ciative, and distributive over addition.

.1UH K3 ld

le
(C StrucLur

math

The student knows that the product of
two integers, both positive or both
negative, is a positive integer.

I U H K2
K7

lb

le

The student knows that the product of
two integers, one positive and one nage-

1 U K K2

K7
lb

le
_tive, is a negative integer.

The student knows that for a and b
integers, the product a b is zero if
and Gaily if a or b is zero.

p 1 U H K2

K7
K9

Id
le

The student is able to multiply inte-
gers.

I U H P35 Le a



1. Number Systems
1.2 Integers

COURSE GOALS

I C S

1.24 Division

The student knows that in the set of
integers division is not closed, assn-
ciative, or commutative.

I U H K3 Id (C )Structure,

math

The student knows that in the set of
integers, division by zero is undefined.

I U H K3 lb

ld

The student knows that the quotient cf
two integers, both positive or both
negative, is positive.

I U H K7 lb

le

The student knows that the quotient of
two integers, one positive and one
negative, is negative.

I U H K7 lb

le

The student is able to divide integers. I U H P35 lb

le



1. Number Sys
1.2 _rite

TICS

COURSE GOALS

1.25 Absolute25 Absolut Value
. -_-- =-- =

I U H

I U H

I U

U

I U Ti

I U H

K2

K2

K2

K9

K2

K9

K

P35
P65

la

la

la

le

la

le

la

2a

lb

le

5.

The student knows that Ix is the symbol
for the absolute value of x.

The student knows that every integer
has an absolute value and it is non-
negative.

The student knows that the absolute
value of an integer if non-negative is
that integer, and if negative, the
opposite of that integer.

The student knows that Ixl, the absolute
value of an integer x,-is x if x > 0

if x < O.

The student knows that the absolute
value of an dnteger may be represented
as the distance from zero on a number
line.

The student is able to perfoim opera-
Lions or simplifications involving
absolute value of integers.



Number Systems
1.2 Intege

IC :2 U.

COURSE GOALS

1.26 Order

a I U H K2
K6

la

2a
(C)0 dinalityThe student knows that the integers on

number line are ordered according to the
diretion and magnitude of their dis-
tances from zero.

The student knows that of two integers
represented on a number line, the one o
the right is larger.

1 U H K2

K6
K9

1a

2a
di A cy

The student knows that for integers a
and b, a > b if and only if
a - b c and c > O. (-9 is greater
than =14 because -9 - -14 5, 5 being
positive)

I U H K2

K9
le (C)Ordinality

The student knows that the Trichotomy U H
Law is valid in the set of integers
(i.e., for integers a, b: a < b,
a> b, or a --. b) .

The student is able to order integers. I U H P34 Ic 5a (C)Ordina y



MATHEMATICS

----
1.3 Rational Numbers Positive Zero and

Negative

The student knows that a rational number
is any number that can be named in the

form -a
15'

b 0, when a and b are

integers.

I U H K2 la 2.5 (C) Number relo
tionships

The student knows that the set of whole
numbers and the set of integers are
subsets of the set of rational numbers.

I U H 1(2

K5
la (C) Structure ,

math

The student knows that any integer can
be expressed in rational form

I U H K2 la

lb

2.5 (C) Number rula-
tionships

+ -b---- with b = 1.

The student knows the three common forts
of rational numbers are fraction, deci-
anal fraction (decimal) and percent.

I U H K2 _la

lb

2.5

The student knows the definition of key
terms associated with rational numbers,
including rational number, fraction,
numerator, denominator, proper, impro-
per, mixed numerals, repeating decimals,
and decimal fractions.

I U H Ki la 2.5

The student knows that the properties,
definitions, and computation facts valid
for the set of integers are valid for
the set of rational numbers.

I U H G2

K2
K3
K5

la

ld

le

(C) Structur,
math

the student knows that the set of
rational numbers is dense since between
any two rational numbers there is
mother rational number.

I U H K3
K9

la

5c

The student knows the multiplicative
inverse of a nonzero rational number b

is J and that b 1 1.b
and

I U H K2 le

ld



-ter Systems

COURSE COALS

TICS

1.3 Ratjonal Numbers Positive Zero and
Negative _(Cont.)

The student knows that the multiplica-
tive inverse (reciprocal) is defined for
every rational number except zero.

The student knows the identity elements
for addition (zero, 0) and multiplica-
tion (one, 1) in the set of rational
numbers.

The student knows that in the set of
rational numbers the product of two
numbers is zero if and only if one or
both is zero.

The student knows that the set of ration
al numbers is an ordered field.

The student knows that the set of
rational numbers correspond to points
on a number line.

The student is able to locate the set
of rational numbers on a number line.

The student is able to represent mathe-
matical operations with rational numbers
on a number line.

The student knows that a number written
in the forM

b
with b 0 0 is in frac-

tional form.

The student knows that a numeral in the
a

form -IT represents the quotient of
3a divided by b. (e.g., -4-- - 3 = 4)

I U H

I UN

I U H

H

1 U H

I U H

I U H

I U H

I U H

K3

K2

K7
K9

K2

K3

K3

K5

P31
P44

P31
P44
P66

K2
K9

IC2

la

ld

la

id

id

le

la

2a

la

2a

la

2a

la

id

2a

la

la

id

2.5

2.5

(C) Structure,
math



Number Systems

COUR

MATHEXATIC:S

1.3 Rational Numbers Positive Zero and
Negative_ont.).,

P IUH. K3 lb

lc

2,5The student knows that a fractional nu m-

ber has an infinite set of equivalent
fractional names.
, 1 - 3 -

2 4 8

The student knows equivalent fractions
may be produced by multiplying by an
appropriate form of one.

I U H K7 lb

lc
2:5

The student is able to express a ration-
al number greater than one as an impro-

I U H P35
P66

lb 5a 2.5

per fraction or a mixed numeral.
,

The student knows that in a decimal
fraction the decimal point separates the
fractional number from the whole ntmnber.

I U K2
K7

la 2.2

The student knows the place value repre-
rented by each digit in a decimal frac-
tion.

I U H K3
K6

la 2.2

The student is able to expres a decimal
numeral in expanded notation.

7,125 =
7 1 2

± + +

I U H P35
P66

la
lb

2.2

(e.g.,
1- 176 TO TO cT6 )

Phe student knows the forms of a decimal
fraction (terminating And nonterminat-
ing, repeating and nonrepeating).

the student knows that any repeating or
terminating decimal represents a ration-
tt number.

the student knows a method to write any
rational number in either fractional or
lecimal form.

I U H

I U H

I U H

1._3

K2

K2

K7

la

la

lb

la

lc

2.2

2.2

quiva ience



MATHEMATICS

1-3 Rational Numbers Positive an

I U Ii

I U H

K3
K5

P35

la

lb

le 5a

2.5

_Ze
Negative_ (Cant.

The student knows the equivalent forms
of commonly used rational numbers

1
( -4- -., .25 .7-- 25%, .1 = 10%).

The student is able to perform the fund-
amental operations on rational numbers,
including fractions and decimal numerals,



1. Number Systems
1.3 Rational Numbers, Positive, Zero

MArHi ATICS

nd Negative

1.31 Addition

U H le Number oper
tion

The student knows that the sum of -o
a c

rational numbers, -s- and, is

ad + cb ad 4- be 3 +
bd db bd (e.g., IF 7
3 7 5 4 3 7+ 4 , 5

4 7 + 7 4 4. 7

21 + 20 41
28 28

The student knows that in the set of
rational numbers addition is closed,
commutative and associative.

1 U H ld (C) Structure,
math

The student is able to find a common
denominator (multiple) for two or more
rational numbers in fractional form.

1 U H P35 lb 5a

The student is able to rename fractions
with different denominators as fraction
with the same denominator.

I U H P35
P66

lb

The student knows that the sum of two
fractions with the same denominator is
the sum of the numerators divided by
that denominator

I U H K2 le

'i.e. a + _ a +
' b bC

The student is able to add rational
aumbers in fractional form (including
fractions and mixed numbers with the
same or different denominators).

I U H P35 lb

le

5a

Ehe student knows the rules for additio I U H I2 le
,f rational decimal fractions (includin
addition of equal place values and
placement of the decimal point).

rhe student is able to,add rational
lecimal fractions.

I U H P35 __



MATHEMATICS

1. Number Systems
l.3 Rational Numbers, Positive, Zero, and Negative

COURSE GOALS

1.32J3ubtraction

The student knows that the set of ra-
tional numbers is closed for subtraction I U H K3 ld (C) Structur

math

The student knows that subtraction in I U K3 la

the set of rational numbers is not
commutative or associative.

id Scructur
math

The student knows that every rational
number has an additive inverse
(opposite).

U H K2 lb

The student knows the rules for addition
of rational numbers that apply to sub-
traction in the set of rational numbers
(including the inverse nature of the
operations, place Nalue rules, regroup-
ing or borrowing, placement of the
decimal point, and the coition denomina-
tor i erties).

I U H K le

The student is able to subtract rational
numbers (including fractions and
decimals).

I U H P35 le



1. Number Systems
1.3 Rational Numbers,

COURSE COALS

MAME TICS 27.

1. _Multiplication

I U li

I U H

I U H

I U U

I U H

I U H

I U H

IC

3

K7

P3:

I

P35

lb

le

la

ld

lb

le

la
ld

lb

le

id

le

lb

le

,

(C) Structure,
math

The student knows that the product of
two rational numbers is the product
the numerators divided by the product
of the denominators (i.e. , for rational

numbers a ant- ac .
b d bd

)

The student knows that in the set of
rational numbers multiplication is
closed, commutative, associative, and
distributes over addition.

The student knows that factors in mixed
numeral form can be renamed as improper
fractions.

The student knows that the product of
two fractions is a fraction
a
-- where a is the product of theb '

numerators and b the product of the

denominators.

The student is able to multiply rational
numbers in fractional form (including
fractions and mixed numerals).

The student knows the rules for multi-
plication of rational decimal fractions
(including placement of the decimal
point, regrouping or carrying and place
value rules ) .

The student is able to multiply rational
decimal fractions.



1. Numbot Systems
1.3 Rational Numbers Fositive. Zero, and Negative

COURSE GOALS

1 34 D4vision2-:

student knows chat in the set of
rational numbers division may be defined
as multiplication by the multiplicative

inverse (reciprocal) (i.e., a 1

1 U H K2 la

ld

The student knows that every rational
number except zero has a multiplicative
inverse.

,
.

1 U H K3 la

ld

The student knows that division in the I U H
set of rational numbers is closed except
for division by zero which is undefined.

K3 la

ld
(C) Structure;

math

The student knows that in the set of I U H
rational numbers division is not
commutative or associative.

K3 la

ld
Structure,
math

The student knows the properties of I V H
multiplication of fractions that apply
to division of fractions (including the
inverse nature of the operations and
the use of improper fractions to replace
mixed numerals).

K3 lb

le

The student knows the rules for divisio I U H
of rational decimal fractions (includinN
placement of the decimal point and place
value rules).

K2 lb

le

The student is able to divide rational I U H
numbers (including fractions and
decimals) .

P35 lb

le

5a



I,IATHEMATI CS.

I. Number Systems

1-1 National Numbers, Positive, Zero, and Negative

L.35 Absolute Value

The studeoi knows that Ixl is the symbol
for the absolute value of x.

U h K2 In

The student Imows that every rational
number has an absolute value and is
non -negative.

I U K2 la

The student knows that the absolute I U 1(2 la
value oL a rational number, if non-
negative, is that number, and if nega-
tive, the opposite of that number.

K9 le

Flit student knows that Ixl, the absolute II K2 in
value of a rational number x, is x if K9 lc

0 or -x if x < 0.

The student knows that the absolute
value of a rational number may be repre-
sented as a distance from zero on a
number line.

-.1 U H k2 la

2a

The student is able to perform opera-
Lions and simpliiications involving
absolute value of rational numbers.

1 U II P35 lb

le

5a
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1. Number Systems

1.3 Rational Numbers, Positive, Zero, and Negative

COURSE A

30.

1.36 Order

U H

U H

1 U H

U H

I U

K2

K9

K
K9

K5
K7

K2

K7

P34

lc

lc

lc

(C) Ordinali

(C) Ordinali

(C) .Ordinali

(C) Equivalei

(C) Ordinall.

Ordinal'

The student knows that for two rational

numbers
b

r'

d
and 1: (b, d 0 0) that

if and only if ad > b .

The student knows chat for two rational

numbers f and f (b, d 0) that

a c
-- = if and only if ad be.b d

The student knows a method to compare
deoimal fractions.

The student knows that equivalent_ forms
of:rational numbers may be used as an
aid to order a set of rational numbers
in different forms.

The student is able to order rational-
numbers including fractions, decimals,
and mixed forms.
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1, Number Systems

1,3 Rational Numbers, Positive, Zero, and Negative

COURSE GOALS

31.

1,37 Ratio P -i n and Percent

c .._.

The student knows other symbols for a

ratio (including a : b, a to b).

1 U H lb 2.5

The student knows a ratio is a compari-
son of two numbers by division (i.e.,

a
the ratio of a compared to b is -1-7

1 U H K2

K5

la

lb

ld

2.5

The student knows that a percent is de-
fined as a ratio with denominator of one-

hundred and is denoted by the symbol %

50% is

1 U H Ki

K2

la

QQ(e.g.,00

The student is able to rename any ration-
al nunber as a percent.

I U H P35 lb

le

5a 2.5

the student is able to rename a number in
percent form as either a fraction or a
decimal.

1 U H P35 lb

le

5a 2.5

The student knows the rules for comput- 1 U K K2 lb 2.5
ing with percent (e.g., converting the
percent to a fraction or a decimal),

The student knows the meaning of the key I U H

K3

K1

le

la. 3.4

4

Lerma associated with percent (including
base, rate, and percentage).

K2

The student knows that base x rate u I U H ld 5a 3.4
?ercentage.

t'he student is able to compute percentage. 1 U H P35 id 5a

the student knows areas of application
for percent (e.g., banking, commerce,
statistics, and communications).

he student knows that a proportion is
i statement of equality between two
ratios.

I U H

1 U

Kb

K2

4b

la

is

3.4



ITEMATICS

1. Number Systems
1.3 Rational. Numbers, Positive, Zero, and Negative

COURSE GOALS

32.

1.37 Ratio and P o tion Cont.)

The student knows the key terms assn- I U H Kl la
dated with proportion (including means, K2
extremes, mean proportional, terms of a
proportion, and constant of proportion-
ality).

The student knows the equivalent forms 1 U H K2 lc
a c K3 ldof a proportion including 7 = -,

a b c d b d='-- ..=- and
, a c

The student knows that in a proportion U H. KZ la
the product of the means is equal to the K7 le
product of the extremes (i.e., for b

a c
and d 0 0

'
=

d
implies ad bc).

The student is able to express equal U H P35 is 5aproducts as a proportion (i.e. ab ..0 cd
P44a d

can be written = -17 ).

The student is able to find the solution I U H P35 le_ 5a
set for a variable term in a proportion. P63

The student is able to express any ratio U H P35 la 2.5
as a ratio with a denominator of one, P44

The student knows the definitions of the U H K2 la
major kinds of mathematical variations id
(including direct, indirect or inverse,
joint, and combined).

the student knows the foam of proportion U H K3 lc
that indicates the types of variations ld
(e.g., x varies directly as y is

x Ywritten x = ky 1 = ,1.)
x 2 Y2 ''

the student knows types of problems 1 U H K6 2a 5a
that can be translated to proportion K8 4b
including scale drawings, unit cost,



MATHEMATICS

1. Number Systems

1.4 Real Numbers

The student knows that the set of real
numbers consists of the union of the set
of rational numbers and the set of
irrational numbers.

U H K3

K5

la. (C) Structure,

math

The student knows that the field and
order properties apply to the real
numbers.

U H K3 la (C) Structure,

math

The student is able to use the field and
order properties in solving problems
involving real numbers.

U H P35

P44
P63

le 5a

The student knows that there is a one¢tc
one correspondence between the real
numbers and the points on the number
line (i.e,, for every polnt.on the line
there is a real number).

U H K3

K5

The student is able to represent the U H P31 la (C) Number
real numbers on a number line. P44 2a relationship

P66
The student knows that an irrational
number is one that cannot be written
as the quotient of an iriteger and a
counting number.

U H K2

The student knows that numbers named by
nonrepeating, nonterminating decimal
numerals are called irrational numbers
e.g., log 2 =, .30103 ...,n ..-. 3.14159. ,

vnY = 1.732..-., sin 370 = .6018...,

U H K1

K2

la

,?. = 2.71828...)

The student knows that if the square
root of a whole number is not a whole
aumber then it is an irrational number.

U ii K

K9
la



. Number Syste-us

COURSE GOALS

l.4 Real N .bers(font.)

The student is able to determine if his
estimates of roots of whole numbers are
reasonable.

The student is able to follow an argu-
ment that proves that a number is
irrational.

34.

H

P24 ld

P36 le

P47

P47 6a

P53 6d

P62

5a



Number Systems
1.4 Real Numbers

COURSE COALS

1.41 U= orations

The student is able to perform compute-
tioni with real numbers.

U H P35 le

4a

Sa

The student knows which operations of
irrational numbers, or an irrational
number and a real number, result in
irrational answers.

U K5

K7

la

The student knows that "rationalizing
the denominator" means transforming a
fraction with a denominator involving
radicals into an equivalent fraction
which has a denominator free of radicals.

U H K2 la

lb

The student is able to simplify expres- U R P35 la 5a
sionz .;-cintaining'irrational numbers,

The student is able to name the approxi-
mate square root of a number (including
using an algorithm, estimating, tables,
linear interpolation, logarithms).

U H

P37

P35

lb

le

4a

5a

The student is able to solve problems U h P35 le Se
involving square root (including the
use of the Pythagorean Property, solving
quadratic equations, using the law of
cosines).

P63 lb



1. Number Systems
J.4 Real Numbers

t4ATHEMATTCS

COURSE COALS

1.42 Absolute Value

The student knows that the absolute
value f ©r all real numbers is define('
as: lx1 = x if x > 0 and lx1 e -x if
x O.

The student ig able to perform computa-
tion with absolute values of real num-
bers.

The student knows that the absolute
Value of a real number may be represent-
ed as_a distance from zero on the number
lino,

The student is _hie to use the proper-
ties of absolute value from the see of
rational numbers in the set of rca l

numbers.

H P35 is

le

iJ H P35



MAME.. TICS

1. Number Systems
1.4 Real Numbers

COURSE GOALS

1.43 Order

-=,--c---

U U K3

K6

--

laThe student knows that between any two
real numbers there exists at least one
real number (i.e., the set of real
numbers is dense). .

The student is able to order the set of
real numbers using the comparison axiom

U H P34 la

lc
(Law of Trichotomy).

The student knows that when comparing U H K2 la OrdinNlity
two real numbers on a number line the
number on the right is always the larger
pf the two.

rho student knows that the transitive
,roperty of order is valid in the set of

U H

K6

K3

lc

la

lc
(C) Ord lml li l y

:eal numbers (i.e., if a < b and b < c
;hen a < c



1. Number Systems

.4 Real Numbers

TICS

COURSE GOALS

1.44 Limits and Se uencea

The student knows a definition of and

the notation used to represent a

sequence.

The student kn6ws that a finite sequence

is a set of elements that can be placed

in one-to-one correspondence with a

proper subset of the positive integers.

The student knows that an infinite se-

quence is a set of elements that can be

placed in one-to-one correspondence with

the set of positive integers.

The student knows that an arithmetic

sequence is any sequence in which each

term after the first is obtained by

adding a fixed number, called the common

difference, to the preceding term.

The student knows that a geometric

sequence is any sequence in which each

term after the first is the product of

the preceding term and a fixed number,

called the cocoon ratio.

The student is able to recognize geo-

metric or arithmetic sequences by find-

ing their common ratio or common differ-

ence.

The student is able to find missing
terns in arithmetic or geometric

sequences.

The student is ableto find the nth

term of an arithmetic or geometric

sequence.

P33

P47

P34

P35

P63

P34

P35

P63
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I. Number Systems
1.4 Real Numbers

1

The student knows that a series is the-
indicated sum of the terms of a sequence
(the sequence a

1'
a
2'

a
n
yields the

series a a
2

1- ... a

The student knows the rules for finding
the sum of h terms of arithmetic and
geometric Beres

The student is able to name the sum
indicated by n terms of an arithmetic
or geometric series.

The student is able to express a series
in either summat.I:mnotation or expanded

/.
eform

i=1
+ 32 + 42 ÷

The student knows the summation defini-
tion for the binomial theorem (Le.,
n: positive whole number, a: real,

+ b)
k=0

n-k k

The student knows the meaning of the
terms associated with infinite sequences
including convergence, divergence,
bounds, increasing, decreasing, partial
sums.

The student knows definition of limit
(including limit of a-sequence and
limit of a function).

The student is able to compute the limit
oL.convergent sequences.

U H

H

H

G1

K2

K3

K1

K2

K2

P35

la

4b

la

la

5a

5a



Nu tuber systems

Real Numbers

COURSE GOALS

TICS

1.44 Limits andSectReT(-LLj_

The student knows the theorems on limits
for sequences and functions including
multiplication by a constant and the sum
and products.

H K7 la (C) Limic!-;

The student knows a definition for a
sequence of partial sums (i.e.,

- al, 82 al -1- a

2
, s = al + a

2
+

for the sequence s
n

).

H K2 la

The student is able to find a rational
number equivalent to a repeating decimal
by computing the limit of a sequence of
partial sums.

11 P35
P63

la 5a

The student knows the A v: (delta-x)
method for finding average and
lstantaneous rates of change.

IL K7 la

The student knows the notation used to
indicate differentiation and integration

H K2 la

( f

1
the first derivative of f,

1 x2
dx the integral of x

2

in the interval 1 to 3).

The student is able to use the A x H P35 la 5a
(delta -x) method to find the instan-
taneous rate of change (derivative).

P63

The student knows formulas- for taking
derivatives of various algebraic,
exponential, and trigonometric expres-
sions.

H K2

K7
la

The student is able to use derivatives
to solve problems involving; maxima,
minima, inflection points, and the find-

H P35
P63

la

4b

5a

Lng of velocity or acceleration.



1. Number Systems
1.4 Real Numbers

COURSE GOALS

TICS

1 44 Limit_ and Sequences {Cant.)

The student knows definitions for the
mathematical integral.

The student knows that taking deriva-
tives and finding integrals are inverse
operations.

The student knows formulas for finding
integrals of various algebraic, expo-
nential, logarithmic, and trigonometric
expressions.

The student is able to use integrals to
solve problems such as: areasor volumes
under curves and those proceeding from
acceleration Co velocity or distance.



stems

HEY TICS

COURSE COALS

1 Complex Numbers

The student knows that the sec of real
numbers is a subset of the set of com-
plex numbers.

The student knows a definition of a
complex number.

The student knows the definition of the
symbol "i" for imaginary numbers.

The student knows the forms in which a
complex number may be expressed includ-
ing the standard form a bi.

The student is able to represent a
complex number in several forms (e.g.,
standard form, polar form and vector
form (ordered pairs) exponential forte)

The student knows that a rectangular
coordinate system may be used as a geo-
metric model for the set of complex
numbers by assigning the pure imaginary
numbers to the y axis and the real
numbers to the x axis.

The student is able to show the graphic
representation of a complex number in a

rectangular coordinate system

The student knows a definition for
equality of complex numbers.

The student knows the definitions for th
basic operations (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division) for com-
plex numbers.

The student is able to find the absolute
value ofa complex number (e.g.,r---

+ bil a2 b2

H (C) Structure,
math

UH

H

5a 11.7

K7

H P35
P44
P66

K2

5a 15.3

1(2

K7.

1 P35
P63

imensionalic

(C) Dimensionalit

(C) Operations



Number Systems

LEMAT1CS

COURSE GOALS

The student knows that the field proper-
ties arc valid for the set of complex
numbers,

The student is able to verify the field
properties of the complex number system.

la
K7 ld

H P47 la

ld

H K2 la

H P35 lb

ld

H P35 lb

ld

le

The student knows the definitions of the
---

conjugate of a complex number.

The student i.s able to perform opera-
tions with complex numbers and their

Lconjugates.

Thef student is able to find the _ti'

power of a complex number using
DeMoivre's Theorem.

1.0
1.7

(C) SLru
math

(C) Struc
mat_h_

5a
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Numb,.r Sy:ilQms

COURSE GOALS

Ti E1,1A "f Lc

co)

c.°e ctc°

.0

sy 00

t.o Matrices and Determinants

The student knows that: a matrix is a ft K2 in

rectangular array of numbers.

The student knows that a determinant is H K2 lb

a number associated with each square
matrix.

The student knows the rule for finding H K2 in

the determinant of a two by two matrix. K7 ld

The student knows the meaning of the H Kl in

basic terms associated with determi- K2
lants (indluding order, element,minor
lad cofactor).

rhe student knows that the value of a H K2 la

Jeterminant can be found by choosing a K7 le

:ow or column and finding the sum of
he products.of each element and its

cofactor.

[he student is able to compute the H P35 le 5a
leterminant of each square matrix.

Cho student knows the rules for opera- H K2 ld

:ions on rows 'and columns of a square K7
matrix used in evaluating determinants.

he student knows that when two rows or H -.K3 la

:olumns of a square matrix 'are the same, lb
hen the determinant is zero.

'he student is able to use Cramer's Rule H P35 is 5a

o solve systems of equations. P63 le

? 1 .,-

'he student knows that the determinant H :.K3 ld
f the product of matrices is equal to K5
he product of the determinants of the
:atrices.



;V:iLemS

1.6

nudert knows that a matrix L)t
rows ;hid !C columns nas order
(dimensi_on) m ny n.

lit

student knows that a square matrix
hi a matrix with a rows and a col-

12mre. nnd boa order n.

h. stunent knows that two maLn.cc,Is act,:

,.(iLmi it and only it they have the sam._,

,i-dor (dimensions) and all correspond-
elefnent 17e equal.

The it.odent knows the ffymhullsm of
mn!l.icus (e.g., A(1, may indit_lato

the element in row i and column 3 of
mtrix A).

Tho seuduriL Knows that a zero or null)
matrix is one with all elements zero.

The student knows the definition for
addition ot matrices.

The student knows that the identity
element Eor addition of matrices is the
7.ero matriy..

He s:tdont knows the definition for the
product a! a stoma and a matrix.

Tho :-;thdont: knows the definition for

multiplicoLlon oC matrices.

The student 'Knows that the product of
two nonzero matrices can be the null
matrix.

The studeot is able to multiply and add
inn trice.

!I K2

K2

lc

id

K7

H K7 lb

K2 id

K7

'(f K9_ lb

K7 id

H K3 lb

K8 id

H P35 lb

id

5a

I) :fymkok



mber Sys

COURSE GOALS

1.6 Mtrices and Determinants

The student knows the properties of the
identity matrix for multiplication
(including diagonal pattern, commutivity
and dimension) .

The student knows than a square matrix
is singular if it has a zero determinant
and nonsingular if it has nonzero
determinant.

The student knows that a square matrix
has a multiplicative inverse if it is
nonsingular.

The student is able to find the multi-
__plieative inverse of a square matrix.

The student is able to represent a sys-
tem of equations with a matrix.

Thi student knows the row, column
transformation rules for a matrix that
represents a system of equations.

The student is able to use matrices to
solve systems of equations.

li

K2

13 lb

K9

K3 lb

1(9 Id

P33 lb

P35 ld

P44

P44 lc

P66 4h

(C) Singulai

K2

K7
lb

4b

P35 lb

P63 lc

id

5a

3.3 tructurc,

math



1. Number Systems

COURSE GOALS

1.7 Vectors

The student knows that vectors are
directed line segments used to represent
quantities having magnitude and direc-
tion (vector quantities).

U H K2 la

9b

.Me student knows the terminology used
with vectors (including prigin, initial
point, terminal point, unit Vector, zero
or null vector, vector space).

U K1

K2

la

9b

The student knows the symbols cormon Co
vectors (including T, the vector a,
x for cross product, for dot product

H K2 la

9b
(C) Symho

The student knows the standard repre-
sentation of a vector.

H K2 la

9b

The student knows that equivalent vec-
tors have the same magnitude and direc-

H K2

9b
( C)(C) Equiv

Lion.

The student knows that scalar quantities
are real numbers having only magnitude.

H K2 la

9b

The student knows the resultant of a
vector multiplied by a scalar.

H K2 Id

The student knows the properties of a
vector multiplied by a scalar.

H K2

K3

7he student knows that nonzero vectors 11 1(2 la 5.3
...n the same direction or in opposite
directions are parallel.

K3 5c

The student knows that a nonzero vector
a is parallel to a nonzero vector b
if and only if vector a can be ex-
pressed as a scalar multiple of vector

H K2

In

la

911

5.3

,. .

I



Number S.,stems

COURSE GOALS

CS

'Inn student knows that the sum nsul-
tan0 of two vectors is a uniquely
determined vector.

The student is able to add and subtract
two vector quantities.

FTho student knows that vectors can be
represented as the resultant of an
x-component and a y-comnonent which are
parallel to x and y axis respective-

I 1

LY.

! The student is able to represent addi-
tion and subtraction of vectors

i graphically.

L

The student knows that vectors form a
group with respect to addition.

1 The student knows a definition for the
inner product (dot product) of two
vectors.

The student knows that rue inner product
(dot product) of vectors has e'-)mmuta-

rive, associative, distributive, and
, substitution properties:

The student knows that the inner pro-
duct of a vector with itself is equal
to the square of its magnitude.

The student is able to determine the
magnitude (norm) of a vector.

1(2 la

K3 9b

II i'35 ld

5c

ii K2 la

K3

9b

II

031

P35

P44

P66

P76

id
5c

la

ld

K7 5c

K3 ld

K2 la

K3 9b

H P35

P63

Ia_

5c

5a

5a

5a

5.3

5.3

5.3

5.3

5.3

(C) Structure,

math



r-nuucl:

1.7 YLL1-1LLaLL

The student knows that the dot roduct H K6 id
(inner product) may be used to study
work and force.

K8 4b

The studen knows that two nonzero vec-
tors are said to be perpendicular to
each other if and only if their inner
product (dot product) is zero.

K2

K3

K9

la

lc
_53

_

The student knows a definition of vector
product (cross product) .

H K2 la

The student- knows that the vector pro-
duct_ (cross product) of vectors has
distributive, associative, and zero pro-
duct: properties (a vector in cross
product with itself gives a zero veeto

H K3 id

The student knows that the vector pro-
duct (cross product)-of vectors has an
ahticommutative property (i.e., one
product is the additive inverse of the
other) .

H K3 la

id

The student knows that the vector
product (cross product) can be calcu-
lated using determinants.

H K7 la

-The student is able to rename a vector
wi:ii either polar or rectangular coordi-
linLIctl.

H P31

P35

P66

la

lb

Sc

'gin, student knows that any ordered air
or triple of real numbers, (a, b) or

H. K2 la

Sc
. ,

6, c), can represent a vector.

. student knows 1-1e meaning of "r K2 5.3, system" .. it refers to coon i-
_21 ;..e systems in three'dimensionat

7'..-



Number Systems

LLVectorsILL

b K2 le rThe student knows chat any vector A
may-be expressed as a combination of the
nonzero, nonparallel, coplanar vectors
b and C, i.e., vector A is equal to
a scalar times B plus a scalar times

no stud knows that directions in
price can be stated with direction

angles, direction cosines, and direction
numbers,

rile' student knows areas of study that
I -i

K7

K6

Sc

4b

5..

5.3

, SHCe

JSO vectors, including applications of 17
Plano_, arojective, and space geometry.



:1.1mber ficums

COURSE GOALS

iJ1 All4obraic Ex)ressions

Thy student knows definitions for the
Lerms associated with algebraic expres-
sion.-; (including coeffecieat, constant,
dogre, term, polynomial, quadratic,
complex fractions, leading term, linear
putynomial),

1110 -;Ludent knows that no expression is
combination of numerals and/or vari-

:lhies cDrinected by operational symbols.

Th(! sLudent knows that an expression
nnmes n specific number or a set of

Lnumbers,

The student is able to evaluate an
aigcbraic expression by numerical sub-
stitution

U H P24 la

P35 lb



Number Sy6cems
J. Algebraic Expressions

ALS

i 8 l P L n itlial s

Tho student knows the moaning of the U H K1 la
L,rmL; As.2,,)c1aLod tv..h polynomials

including monomial, binomial, trinomial
polynomial degree, term, coefficient).

K2

Thco student knows the ways in which
ynomials are classified (including

number of terms or variables, by degree
dod by the nature of the coefficients

U li K3

K5

10

The student knows a standard form for
expressing a polynomial (e.g.,

9 naU +
1
._ + n x + ... + a x ascending

order 0 is terms

U H 1.)-

lb

Tiv. student knows that the set of poly- H K3 la S ru. ur(
nomials over the rational numbers forms
a field for the operations of addition
and multiplication.

K5 ld in

The student is able to do the basic
operations (add, subtract, multiply and
divide) with polynomials.

U H lb

ld

le

5a

The student knows that a prime poly-
nominl is any nonfactorable polynomial
other than 1, 0, and -1.

e student knows that "factoring a

polynomial over a set" is defined to be
expressing the polynomial as an indi-
cated product of polynomials over the
set.

U H

U H

K2

K2

la

,lb

lb

le

The student knows the applications of
the distributive law to factoring and
multiplying polynomials.
w,

U H K6 lb

ld

le



:umber Systems
1. A14wornic Expressions

!;tuit is ob7o to factor some poly-
nomials by inspection (inc_.uding perfect
square trinomiols, difference of two
squares, rind the sum or difference of
two cubes).

(:1,ident is able to factor nonprime,riid deereu polykimials of the form

a- bx c and ax
9

bay cy over
L.0 set,.

The student is able to determir, a
prime factorization of a polynomial ovor
the set of integers or the set of
rationals.

The student is able to verify factors of
a polynomial using synthetic division

Lor

The stu(kot knOws the Remainder
Theorem.

The student is able to apply the Remain-
der Theorem to evaluate a polynomial for
any real number.

The student knows the Factor Theorem.

The student is able to apply the Factor
Theorem to find and verify factors of a

Lpolynomial.

The student is able to recognize the
pattern exhibited by coefficients and
exponents when binomials are expanded.

The student knows the Binomial Theorem.

53



:,;AHENATI

L. Number by:-LeMS

Lb AlAobraic Expressions

COURSE COALS

Polynomials (Cont.\

,-----

The ..-tudenL is able to expand binomials

using the Binomial Theorem.
H P35 lb

Id

le

5a

The student knows a relationship between It K5 la
Lae coeLticients in the binomial expan- Kb lb

_sion and Pascal's triangle.

me student knows applications of the
binomial Theorem to problems in genti=icS

and probability.

li K6

K7

4b

The student 'mows the definition of a
polynomial function.

II K2 la



:oiwbot SysLems

Alp,ehrNie L9ressioi.ls
.

COURSE GOALS

Tho

RaLionat Ex-)resions

student knows that a rational expres- r d K2 1,0Is Lhe quotient of two polynomials
where 6 is not the zero poly-

ie) nden :. knowsa rationi expr,-ssioa
L; not deli:nod when the denominator has
vilue 0.

The !-;uudent_ knows algorithms for thc,.

operaLions of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division of alge-
braic rational expressions.

studtait knows that n rational
exprssion is in simplest form if the
numerator and denominator do not have a
common factor other than 1 or -1.

The student is able to simplify rational
expression by dividing numerator and
denominator by the greatest common
factor.

U It

U II

K2

I9K9

K7

I:9

1135

P37

lb

1 e

5a
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d

a

e.

V1HEloti Cs

Nume ation

T. U H

P 1 U H

P 1 U

P 1 U

P I U

P I U

P I U

P I U H

PJ U

i

;

K6

K1

K2

K2

K3

K5

K2

K3

K4

KI

K2

1K1

K2

K2

K7

K3

K6

P45

la

lb

lc

Id

le

if

lg

lb

la

3

la

3

in

lb

3

lb

3

la

lb

3

5a

.1.15

1.15

.

10.

1.15

1.16

10.

__

(C) Resource:;,

mathematic.,

(VI) inquiry

Symbols

(C ) Numeration
(C) Symbol.

Numorati.on

Numeration

Numeration

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related
to numeration in mathematics (E.g., card
(-talog: "Glas3ification, Decimal,"

ational Number," "numbers, Theory of";
cvidPr's Guide: "Mathematical Recrea-
Lion';," "Numoers, Theory of"; Area and
Building Audio-visual Catalogs: "Mathe-
matics, Base Concept," "Mathematics,
Decimal," iNothematics, Rational
\lumber."

the student knows that a numeral is a

-;ymbol used to name a number.

the student knows the idea of number is
independent of symbol.

Cho student knows there have been many
sets of numeration symbols (including

findu-Arabic, Roman, Egyptian).

he student knows the definition of
:ordinal and ordinal numbers.

'he student knows there are numeration
ystems that are nonpositional (e.3.,
gyptian, hieroglyphics, tallying)

.

he student knows that the value of a
umeral in a nonpositional system is the
um of the values of the individual
ymbols.

he student knows that inapos.tional
umeration system location of a digit
2terMines the value of a numeral.

he student is able to determine the
dvantages and disadvantages of differ-
it numeration systems.



MATH:7XAT:CS

Numeration

1 as '-,tems

Me student knows that a base for a 1 U 14 K2
number system may be any whole number K3
greater than one.

The student knows that in any base the
number of counting symbols mist equal
the number of the base used (e.g., a
basc ten system requires ten symbols
0, 1, 2, ..., 9).

The student knows that bases greater
than ten require symbols in addition to
the Hindu-Arabic numerals 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,

, 6, 7, 8,

The student knows that the symbol "."
(point) used in a numeral separates the
whole number part from the fractional
part.

The student knows the ways to signify
the base in which a numeral is written
(e.g., 64

(7
or 64 denotes base

seven). )
seven

The student knows the terms used to name
various base systems (e.g., binary,
octal, decimal, duodecimal, hexadecimal)

fhe student knows that the value of any
position in a numeral is a power of the
base (b) and the first position to he
left of the "point" has the value b- or
1.

knows that the place values
of a numeral are conseeutivz powers of
the base and these powers decrease from
left to right.

L

U H K7

K6

K7

la

lb

(C) Numeration
(C) Structure,

math

(C)

(C) Numer:Ition

(C)- Numeration



:f1

2ase Systems_ 'Cont.

The tudenL knows that the number
denoted by any digit in a numeral is the
product of the digit and the place value
of Lhe positimi it occupies (e.6., In

i U H K2

K6

17

la

235 the 2 means 2 x 102).

Mc! student knows cases in which zero isPIUH
siAnilicnnt in a numeral (e.g., 065 may
he written 65, 607 67).

K2

K6

la

le

1'Ir student knows that the value of a I U 11

numeral is the sum of the products of
each digit and its place value (expanded
notation

K3

K7

la

le

In student knows that numbers written I U H
in nay base system can be expressed in
expanded notation as a sum of products.

rhe student is able to rename -et numeral I U H
in any base using expanded notation

K2

K7

P35

la

lb

la

lb

5a

1
(e.g., 234(5) ® s x 10(5) + 3 x 10(5) A-

0
4 x 10(5) ).

(5)

the student is able to count in any base 1 U H
:i.e., order numerals in a base

P34 la

ld

Numeration

Cho student is able to compute (add, I U H
;uhtract, multiply, and divide) in non-

P35 lb

le

5a

:en bases.

1-Le student knows an algorithm to change 1 U H
:he base in which a number is written.

K2

K7

lb

le



Numeration

XATX-r..AATII.C;_S

COURSE GOALS

2.1 y,ase Systems (Cont.)_

The student is able to express a numeral
written in one base as a numeral written
in another base (e.g., 14

(5)
1001(2)).

P35

P44



COURSE GOALS

.2 J4":7im' I EiILL-Zi

P100 K1

K2

la

IC

1.0The it_udent now cm-tt the term decimal.
L(.4=n WilnN that the system has base
wr.mping by tens).

The ntudout kuows that a numeral speci-
wiLhoot a has indientor is usually

1 0 H 1<2 la

le

1.0

,!amod la he n halo on numeral.

udont knows the word names asso-
fald wlih place value in a decimal
ontwri (o.g., ones

, Lens, tenths,
ntildro(k, hundredths).

rH :tudont knows the Hindu-Arabic word

P 1 C II

P 1

KJ

K2

1<1

in

in

1.0

1.0 (C) Nurnor:q10
1;1111,. for the base ten counting numerals K2
Ire ;,,ero, one, two throe, four, five,
d-.,i, seven, eight, nine.

lcc: Student is able to express a decimal
almeral boil! hi words and with Hindu-
xatdc numerals (e.g., 123 or one hun-

P 1 U H P35

P41

la

lb

in

5a 1.0

!red twenty-three; 1.23 or one and
menty-three hundredths).

Iii student knows that decimal numerals
to grouped with commas, in sets of
hroos, from right to lei to represent
lie cyclic place value characteristics

P I U H K3

K6

la

in

2c

1.0

I lnrger numerals e.g., 214,625,728),

he student is able to separate a deci-
al numeral into groups of thousands

a facilitate reading the numeral (i.e.,
an use commas as grouping symbols),

Ie student knows that the place value
I any position in a decimal numeral can
expressed as a multiple (power) of

ni (e.g., in 234, the 2 is in the third
asltion which has value 192).

P 1 IT

PIUH

P33

P41

K3

1<7

la

10

2c

la

lb

le

1.0

1.0

,
Y

LC

ri
a

.1

In

L

hr

TI

Li

Pc



Numc,raLion

COURSE COAL

DcctylLSyLemlcciaL)

Thc student knows tha: the number de
noted by any digit in a decimal numeral
is the product of the digit and its

place value (e ,g., in 624, the 6 has the
value of 6 x 102 or 600).

P 1 Ii H Nil

K7

The sLndenc is able to rename n number PtUil
either in decimal form or in expanded
notation (n.g.,

34.5 30 4

_ 1
or (3 x 10) + 4 + (5 x Tit)

(5
1or C x 10) + (4 x 1) + (5 x .T.Ti)

1, o -1
or (3 x 10 j + (4 x 10) + 5 x 10

The student knows the rules for rounding
off a number.

The student is able to round off a
number to a given number of units in a
given place (4046 to the nearest ten is
4050).

P I U :11

P I U

P35

K2

14.7

N9

P35

P36

in

lb

.le

Lb

le

2c

4a

7a

9a

le

9c

4a

7a

9a

5a

1.0

1. 0

5a Il0



1t

COURSE GOATc

;no sLudonl, knows the 1 u asgc)cjaLA
',11LIt ouch symhol used in thu iWman
,numorui systum: I. V, X, I C, D, M.

dour knows rim tho of. tho

in n Romnn numeral indicatos
nudi.t.lon'or subtraction.

Lidunt is ahi o to count in Cho

numc:ral sysLem.

The studont is aVw to uxpcosP a numbr
usiu Hindu-Arabic or Rosin numrals.

i,Lidunt knows thc, characteristiLs
n. io L. :ystom (such as Eye ineugers

1 1.hw1t 12 on the clock).

1 u K2

ii

LEI

IC

Lo

1:1

Lu

to

V Li in
C

p II 1'3!)

I6t IC

3

I' 1 U U K3 1.1

(fl)

U' C'

C)

Moth



ion

COURSE GOALS

_tic and nencial Notat_

Flu knows that exponential
notation is an expression of the form

it

(m to the nth power), whore m is
coferred to as the base and n as the
exponent.

Ihe student knows that any real numb-
piny be used as an exponent.

The student knowTg the definition of b
(including when n is a natural number,
zero, a negative integer or a fraction).

The student knows the meaning of the
Lirms "squared" and "cubed."

1 U F1 f MI

.
'Me student knows the Laws of Exponents
used in simplification and computation.

I

The student is able to perform opera-
1 Lions with exponential expressions
Lwritten in the same base.

The student knows that raising a number

1 U ll

to the nth power, where n is a posi-
Live integer, and finding the nth root
are inverse operations (e.g., squaring
and finding the square root are inverse

The student knows that expressing a
number in scientific (standard) notation
means naming a number as the product of
a decimal fraction with

one digit to the
left of the decimal ;oint and a power of
ten (e.g., 6.38 x 10-).

The student is able to name a number
either in decimal form or scientific
(standard) notation (e.g., 63.8,

_6.38 x 101).

U It

M3

K2

K6

K1

K2

lb

la

lb

lc

in

1.8

4.4

1.8

4.4

1.8

U H G1 la 1.4
K7 lb 1.8

'
1 id 4.4
1 ie 4.5

U H P35 la 5a 1.4
P44 lb 1.8

id 4.4
le 4.5

U H K3 la 1.4
K5 id 1.8

4.4
4.5

U H K1 la 4.5
K2 lb 4.6
K7

U H P35 la 5a 4.5
P44 lb 4.6
P66



Iluirr:1

COURSE GOALS

1,1A C,

_ --...

2 . /4 cio.nLi.fic_ and Ex -onentialNotation

1

.;

Cont.)

Thc student i!i able to use scientific U H P35 lb Si 4.5
nultlon and Cho ;.aws of Exponents to
estimate the soluLion of a quantitative
problem.

P36 i

4a

f46

The student is able to rename a numeral
In oxponded notation using exponents

T U '11 P35 la

lb

Si 1.0

0" -1
(6.27 6 x 10- 1-2 x 10 + 7 x 10



h. IliE1.1ATICS

Numeration

COURSE COALS

Ratio' I C mber Names

65,

The student knows that a rational number
may be expressed in many forms (i.e.,

3 6 . 11507, T, 7, 1,5, 1 + ).

The student knows the definition of the
key terms associated with rational num-
bers, including proper and improper
fractions, mixed number, equivalent
fraction, decimal fraction, percent,
ratio, and proportion.

The student knows a method for convert
ing a numeral from one
fraction, decimal, or

of the forms,

percent, to an
equivalent numeral in one of the remain-
ing forms.

The student is able to rename a rational
number in one of the forms, fraction,

_decimal, or percent.

The student is able to order rational
numbers written in different forms (i.e.,
fraction, decmal or percent,

.3).
3

The student knows that there is an
infinite set of fractional numerals
that name the same number)

The student knows that equivalent frac-
tions are produced by multiplying a
fraction by different names for 1.

(e
2 2 2 4

4 jL = 1_

8 8 2

(C) Equivalence

I Li H

111 H

I U H

I U H

PIUH

K2

K7

P35 lb

lc

le

P34 la

P35 lb

lc

K3

KS

K2

K7

(C) Equivalence

Ordinal

1.3 (C) Infinity,
math

(C) Equivalence

1.3



Numeration

MAMIE T

COURSE GOALS

2.5 stational Number Names (Cont.

fhe student is able to rename a number
in fractional form with a set of differ-
ent fractional names (equivalent frac-
tions).

The student knows a method for convert-
ing from a mixed numeral to a fraction

or from a fraction to a mixed numeral.

The student knows that fraction, decimal
and percent are all word names for
rational numbers.

o r, .

P I U 35

I U K2

K7

K1

K3

lb
lc
le

la

lb

le
id
le

la 1.3

(C) Equivalenc.



2. Numeration

COURSE GOALS

67.

2,6. NumbrTheor_

The student: knows that a prime integer
is an integer p, p > 1, whose only
divisors are +1, -1, +p, and -p.

Thu student knows that a prim number is
a whole number greater than one, whose
whole number divisors arc only itself
and one.

The student knows that the set of prime
numbers is not finite (i.e., there is no
largest prime).

The student knows that composite integer
are integers greater than one that are
not prime.

The student knows that to determine

whether an integer is prime involves

testing divisibility by all primes less
than or equal to the square root of the
integer.

The student knows that any composite
number may be expressed uniquely as a
product of prime factors.

The student is able to rename a number
in prime factored form.

The student is able to express a compo-
site number in prime factored form (e.g.,

3
24 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 = 2- x 3).

The student is able to use divisibility
tests as an aid in factoring composite
numbers.

U H

P t U

1.0

1.0

P 1 U H LU (C) Finiteness,
math

PTUH

I U I

I U

1.0

1.0

I U H

PIUH

1.0

1.0

1.0

P I I) H P35

P47
1.0



Numeration

COURSE GOALS

Number_ Theor (ContLl

The student knows that when a number is
written as a product of integers, any of
the integers is a divisor of that number.

The :student knows that the greatest

common divisor (CCD) of two or more
numbers is the largest of the set of
common divisors of the numbers (also
called greatest common factor, CCF).

The student is able to use the greate
common divisor (GOD) to reduce frac-
tions

The student knows that a multiple of an
integer is any number that is divisible
by that integer.

The student knows that the least common
multiple (LCM) of two or more numbers
is the smallest of the set of common
multiples of the numbers.

The student knows a method to find the
greatest comm. divisor (GOD) and least
common multiple (LCM) of two or more
numbers.

The student is able to use the least
common multiple (LOIN as an aid in
computing with fractions (i.e., least
common denominator).

The student knows that the relation of
congruency () for two integers implies
that their difference is divisible by
some integer, that is, for a, b, m
integers a *eb (mod m) means a - b is
divisible by m).

P I U

I Ulf

I U Ii

PIUH

I U H

U H

I U H

Kl

K2

P35

K2

Kl

K2

K7

p35

Kl
K2

la

lb

lc

le

la

le

le

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0



Numeration

COURSE COALS

_Number Theoryprit.)

IAMEMAT1
69.

The student knows that the relation con-
gruent (,Y) is reflexive, symmetric, and
transitive.

The student is able to determine eongru-
_ency for two integers and a modulus.

The student is able to perform opera-
tions with congruences (including

addition, subtraction, and multiplica-
tion).

The student is able to determine to
which mathematical system a set of
integers modulo n belongs (e.g., does
the class satisfy the properties of an
integral domain) .

The student knows the divisibility tests
for certain positive numbers (e.g.,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 7, 11)

The student is able to use divisibility
tests as one way to check computation.

The student knows that every whole n
her is either even (divisible by two
or odd.

The student knows that an even number is
any integer that can be expressed as 2n,
and an odd number is any integer that
can be expressed as 2n 1- 1, where n is
an integer.

The student knows that even and odd num-
bers alternate in the set of whole
numbers.

I

T [I

P I

P I

P44

P47

P35

P33

P47

K7

K9

P35

P47

Kl

K2

K5

K1

K2

K3

In

le

id

le

la

1.1

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

(C) Equiva ler



MATHE- TICS

Mathematical Sentences and Their Solutions

COURSE GOALS

70:

athe atical Sentences and Their
Solutions

The student knows the location -and use
of print and nonprint materials related
to mathematical (number) sentences and
their solutions (e.g., card catalog:

U H K6 4b

"Mathematics "; Reader's Guide: 'Nfathe-
matics"; Area and Building Audio-visual
Catalogs: "Mathematics."

The student knows a definition of a
mathematical (number) sentence.

P 1 U H K2 la

4b

The student knows that a number sentence
may represent an analysis of a problem
situation (word problem).

P I U H K3 la

4b

The student knows a definition of an P I U H K2 la
)pen mathematical sentence. 4b

The student is able to replace the P 1 P35 lb
frame or variable in an open sentence P44 lc
4ith a numeral or numerals which makes P63 ld
Lhe sentence true (e.g., 7 -I- n = 9,
1 - 2).

(C) Resources
math

(V1) inquiry



(hi ran tical Sa n tcnces and Their Solutions

C SE COALS

71.

3.1 I I-ties

H

1' 1 U

P1 11 ii

1 11 1i

P 1 U 11

1 li H

U H

U H

GI

K2

K2

K3

K2

K3

K3

10

K3

K3

K5
K9

K3

K7

K3

K7

lb

1c

2a

2b

la

lc

La

lc

le

Id
le

in

lb

in

4b

lc

ld

4b

1.5

7,0

(C ) Structure,

math

(C) Equivalence

(C ) Equivalence

Eq vale .L.

(C) Equivalence
(C ) Truth, inn th

]1 student knows the Fundamental Theo-
rem of Algebra: Every polynomial of
pos Live degree over the complex numbers
has at least one prime linear tactor.
over rho emiplex numbers.

Th.: student knows the meaning ni equiva-
lont !;e1_!=1.

The .,tudent_ knows that nit equation
(eqtrility) i.,, a number sentence that has
an equal P.ign (--) and represents two
names tor rhe same number.

11w student knows properties 1 equality
(eJ!,., reflective, transitive, symmet-
ric).

The student knows that any element of
the solution set of an equation is a
number that makes the equation true.

Thc student knows the ways in which
equation:: ate classified (e.g., by
degree, by numbs of variables)

11w student knows that the solutions of
equations may be restricted to a partic-
ular set (c.g., rntionats, integers) .

The student, knows that tor any equation
the following are true:
(1) the two member,- are equivalent if

the same number is added to or sub-
tracted from both members of the
original equation,

(2) Chu two members are equivalent if
both members of the original equa-
tion ore multiplied by or divided
by the same number.



MATHEKATYjS

MaLhomi ical :sentences and Their Solutions

COURSE GOALS

3.1 Iluol:itie (Cont.)

e

ThQ student is able to solve first degree U H P33 ld .

equations in one variable by applying P35 le

one or more of the following techniques: P43 4b
(1) collecting like terms, (2) removing.
grouping symbols, (3) adding an approprir
a Lu Lem to both members of the equation

P63

(4) multiplying both members of the
ocionLion by an appropriate_ number.

The student is able to graph a linear U II P33 lb

oqw1Lion by using one of the following: P35 2a

(I) slope and y-intercept, (2) both
intercepts, (3) point and slope, (4)

set of points.

P44

P76

21i

The student is able to graph a quadratic U II P33 lb 5n

function uy any of the following: (1) P35 2a

eL of points, (2) vertex and x-inter-
cepts, (3) vertex, y-intercept, and one
lthor point.

P44
l'76

2h

Yh .student is able to solve quadratic U H P35 lb 5n

._,quntions by factoring, completing the P43 lc

square, formula, and graphing. P63 ld

lo

2b

4b

fie student is nhle to solve exponential H P35 2b 5a
,quntions by raising to powers, taking P44
,-tots, using logarithms. P63

[lie student is able to use logarithms to lI P35 2b 5a
solve power equations. P44 4b

P63

Ile student is able to determine if any II P33 le 5a
)f the roots computed for an equation 1'43 2b
ire roots that satisfy the original
qpiaLhin.

P47 4b



MATIIEMI TICS

Sentences and Their Solutions

COURSE GOALS

73.

liEILlillillf

The student: is able to use synthetic
substitution to compute approximations
of roots ©l equations of degree n
(n > 1).

H P35

P44

P63

2b

The student knows that if a polynomial
function with real coefficients has
a + bi as a root (a and b real, and
b # 0), then a - bi is also a root.

1,--The student knows that every polynomial
equation of degree n (n ), 1) with coin-
plex coefficients has exactly n cum-
plex roots.

H

11

K3

K3

le

2b

lc

2b

_ 5

The student is able to solve polynomial
'cluations over the set of complex num-
bers.-bens.

H P35
P63

lb

lc

ld

le

5a 1.5

4b

'he student is able to use several
nethods to find a polynomial equation,
given its roots.

H P11
P24
P34

lb

lc

ld

5a

P35 2a

P44 2b

P45

P63

P75



MATE ATIC S

Mathematical Sentences and Their Solutions

74.

COURSE GOALS

3.2 Inequalities

The student knows the symbols for
inequality (e.g., #, >,<,

The student knows that a statement o of
inequality is a-number sentence.

P I U H

I U H

K2

K3

la

it

it

ld

The student knows the properties of-
inequalities.

I U H K3 it (C) inequn ._

The student is able Co solve linear
inequalities algebraically and
graphically.

U H P35 it

2a

2b

5a

The student knows the meaning of
quadratic inequality,

the student is able to solve a quadratic
inequality algebraically and graphically.

U H

U H

K2

P33

P35

P44

la

it

lc

ld

le

5a

P63 2a

the student is able to solve an
ibsolute value inequality algebraically

H P33

P35
lc

2a

5a

Ind graphically. P44 2b

P63



MATHEMATTCS

Mathematical Sentences and Their Solutions

COURSE GOALS

3.3 Systems

The student knows that systems of equa-
tions may contain more than two unknowns
(i.e., n equations in n unknowns).

U H I3 la

lc

ld

(C) Structure,

math

2b
The student knows solving a system of
two equations in two unknowns means find-
ing the set of all ordered pairs of real
numbers that satisfy both equations.

U H K7

la

lc

id

4b

The.student knows the methods for solv-
ing two equations in two unknowns (i,e.,
addition-subtraction, substitution,
comparison, determinants, and graphing).

U H K2
K7

lc

2b

The student is able to solve a system
)f equations.

U H P33

P35

P44

lc

ld

le

5a

P63 4b

The student is able to solve a system U H P33 lc 5a
)f inequalities.

P35 4b

P44
P63

1. student is able to graph a system of
equations in two or three unknowns.

H P35

P44
P76

la

lc

ld

le

5a

2a

Me student knows that linear program-
ning is the solution of systems of
Linear inequalities with linear con-

H K2

K7
la

lc

id
;traints for a maximum or minimum out- 4b
!ome.

Me student knows that computers may be
wed to solve large systems of equations
aid inequalities,

H K7 is

4b



MATHEMATICS

Mathematical Sentences and Their Solutions

COURSE GOALS
.. .

3.4 Word Problems

P I U H

I U H

I U H

I U H

I U H

I U H

I U H

I U H

P31
P35

P66

P33

P45

K2
K3

P33

P35

P44

P63

P76

P36

P63

K7

P35

P63

4b

4b

4b

4b

4b

4a

4b

4b

4b

5a

5a

6.1

SymbolsThe student is able to translate words
in a problem into mathematical symbols
(e.g., "How many are left?" indicates
subtraction).

the student is able to distinguish the

relevant information in solving a word
problem.

The student is able to infer the type of
numbers 'rangt;:") that could-validly be
the ansy,r of a word problem (i.e., if
the problem involves positive fractions,
the answer could be a positive fraction
or a whole number).

The student is able to translate a word
problem into equivalent mathematical
equations or inequalities.

The student is able to use suitable pie-
torial, graphic, or symbolic represents-
tion to aid in the solution of word
problems (e.g., flow charts, set nota-
tion, graphs, Venn Diagrams).

[he student is able to estimate the
answers to a word problem as a means of
chocking an answer.

. .

['he student knows that there is usually
more than one way to organize and solve
mathematical word problems.

rite student is able to solve word prob-
lets involving more than one step or
Aeration .



MME TICS

Mathematical Sentences and Their Solutions

COURSE GOALS

.77.

3.4 Word 11:oblem.11Q1aLa

I U H P35

P63

4bThu student is able to use common
formulas for the solution of appropriate
word problems (e.g., I PRT, V ., lwh,
P = 21, =I= 2W).

The student is able to solve problems
involving life situations, home, invest-
ment, and business.

I U H P35

P63
4b

The student is able CO apply trigonome- U H 1.35 4b 4a
try to solve problems in carpentry,

navigation, surveying, electronics, and
building construction.

P63 4d

5a

The student knows that the methods and H K2 la
concepts of derivatives and integrals
may be applied to physical problems in-
volving a rate of change (e.g., change/
of distance, velocity, volume, pressure,
population, economic growth).

K7 4b



Rel.tion nd Functions

COURSE GOALS

4. Relatiolns and Functions

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related
Lo relations and functions in mathe-
matics (e.g., Area and Building Audio-
Visual Catalogs: '"Mathematics, Function'
Periodical: Mathematics MaFazi

The student knows that a relation i..s a U II
set of ordered pairs.

_TilEmKri CS
78.

0
_cp

0

The student knows that a function is a
relation in which no two ordered pairs
have the same first coordinate.

The student knows the meaning of words
used in working with functions (e.g.,
domain, range, sets, inverses).

The student knows that a function may be
represented in many ways (e.g., graph,
mapping; set of ordered pairs, formula)

.

The eitudent is able to apply the
vertical-line test to a graph to deter-
mine it the graph represents a function.

The student knows definitions of an even
function and an odd function (i.e.,
even: f(-x) .=f(x); odd: f(-x) a -f(x)

The student knows that a function f is
periodic if there is a number p (a
period of f) , p 0 0, such that for
eery x in its domain, x p and x -

are in its domain., and f x (x)

U If

U H

U

U 11

K2

K2

K3

K5

K1

K1

K2

P47

1(2

12

2a

2h

2a

2b

2a

2h

2a

2b

2a

5a

0'

Resources.
with

(V1) inquiry

Rehtion

Relation



MATTIEMATLCS

4 R(=f1.,iions and Functions

COURSE GOALS

Mapping

79.

The student knows that a mapping is a
well-defined correspoodence between the
elements of two sets.

The student knows that the prints on the
Cartesian plane map one-to-ono onto the
set of ordered pairs of-real o !tubers.

The student knows that a mapping can be
represented by a graph.

U H

U lI

The student is able to represent a map- I I1 H
ping graphically.

The student knows that angle and distanc
preserving mappings (rigid motions)
include translations, rotations, and
reflections.

U H

The student is able to map two sets in U
ways that represent different relations.

K2

K5
K7

K2

K7

K2

K7

P35

P44
P76

K5

P33

2a

7a

2a

2a

5a

5.3

(C) Relation

Relation
(C) Equivalence



Relations and Functions

COURSE GOALS

MA TICS 80.

4.2 Inverse Relations and Functions
. -T_T-- Relations and

The student knows that the inverse of a
relation is the set of ordered pairs
obtained by interchanging the two com-
ponents of every ordered pair in the
relation.

U H K2

K3

a (C Re la t ion

A. student is able to graph a relation.
and its inverse.

H P35

P76

2a

2b

5a



Relations and Functions

IENATICS 81.

4 Al.e r ic Functions

The student knows that a polynomial
function is a function defined by a
polynomial in one variable of any
degree.

U H K2

K3
lb

2a
1.81 (C) Structure,

math

The student knows a function if is
linear if there are numbers m and b
such that f(x) = mx + b)

U H K2 .1c

2a

2b

The student knows a definition for a
power function ( f(x) = x a , x > 0 and
a: real).

ll K2 lc

2a

2h

1.81

The student is able to represent a
polynomial function graphically.

U H. P35

P44
lc 5a 1.81

P76 2b

The student knows that f is a qua-
dratie function if there are real
numbers, a Q, b and c such that
f(x) = axe + bx + c.

U K2 lc

2a

2b

1.81

The student knows that a rational funs-
tion is a quotient of two polynomial
functions.

U H K2 lc

2a

2b

1.8

The student is able to graph rational
functions.

liii P35

P76

is

2a
5a 5.3

2b



4. Relat ns and Functions

MATHEMATICS 82.

.4 EX #onential Functions

The student knows the exponential laws
as they apply over the set of real num-
berg.

U H K2

K7

2a

2b

(C) Structure,
math

The student knows a definition for an
exponential function ( f(x) a,
x: real and a > 0).

H K2 2a

2b

The student is able to evaluate and
graph exponential functions.

H P35

P76

2a

2b

5a

The student knows the value of the
number e and its use in exponential
functions.

H K2

K3

K7

la

2a



COURSE GOALS

TICS

A._5 1 thmic Functions

The student knows the definition of
logarithms.

Il K2 la

2a
Structure,
math

The student knows the vocabulary used in
working with logarithms (e.g., mantissa,
characteristic, interpolation, base,
exponen t) .

H Kl

K2
la

2n

Thu student knows that ten is the base
fur common logarithms and e is the
asc for natural logarithms.

11 K2 la

2a
2b

The student knows that a logarithmic
function is the inverse of an exponen-
tinl function.

11 K5 2a

2b

The student knows the laws flgarithms. H K2 le

K7 2a

2b

The student knows that finding the anti°
logarithm of a number is the inverse
operation of finding the logarithm of a
number.

II K3

K5
le

2a

2b

The student is able to use tables to
utilize logarithms in calculations.

H P35 le

2a
5a

2b

The student is able to approximate ans- H P35 le 5a4ers to arithmetic problems of multipli-
zation, division, root extraction and
raising to powers using logarithms.

P36 2a
2b

The student is able to use linear inter-
lolation to obtain a closer approxima-

d P35
P42

le

2n

5a

Lion than from a table of mantissas. 2b

rho student is able to change logarithms
from one base to another.

H 135
P44

lb

2a
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MATHEMATICS

Logar14hmic Functions Cont.

The student is able to graph a logarith-
mic function.

P35

P43
P76

2a
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COURSE GOALS

4 6 Tri onOme tr iC oLLLLILALLEmacL.12LA

The student knows definitions of the
trigonometric functions sine, cosine,
and tangent (including in terms of a
right triangle or a point in the coordi-
nate plane) .

The student knows the basic units for
angular measure including degree and
radian.

The student is able to express angular
_measure in either degrees or radians.

The student is' able to use a table of
values of trigonometric functions to
choose the correct approximation for a
given function.

The student is able to interpolate when
_using tables of trigonometric values.

The student knows the terms associated
with angles including standard position,
initial side, Lerminal side, sign, and
magnitude.

The student knows that all trigonometric
functions of an angle may be determined
using a point on the terminal side of
the angle.

The student is able to extend the domain
of the trigonometric functions by use of
the unit circle and wrapping function
(including functions of negative angles
and angles greater than a right angle).

U ll

U

H

H

H

K2

K2 lb

P31 la

P35 lb

le

P33 2a

P36

P42

P35 2a

P43 2b

K2

K7

2a

2a

2b

P44 2a

2b

5a

5a

5a

5a

Cyclic

structure

(C) Measu



Relations and Functions

COURSE GOALS

Tics

4.6 Tr'.-nometric Circular Functions

iCP0t..

The student is able, to use reduction
mules to simplify trigonometric

statements (e.g., gig 110 = sin 70- and
sin (-20-) a -sin 20 ).

II P35

P45

la

lb

2a

2h

5-

The student knows the sign relationships
for the trigonometric functions in each
of the four quadrants.

11 K3

K5

2a

2b

The student knows that trigonometric
functions are cyclical.

H K3 2a

5c
Cyclic

structure

The student is able to determine the
domain and range of the trigonometric
functions.

H P33

P35

2a

2b

The student knows the graphic character-
istics of the trigonometric functions

H K3 lb

2a
(including period, amplitude, and phase
angle).

5c

The student is able to graph the trigo-
nometric functions.

H P35

P76

2a

5c

5a

The student is able to graph the
inverses of the trigonometric functions.

H P35
P76

2a

5c

5a

The student knows the relationships
among the trigonometric functions (in-
eluding reciprocals and cofunctions).

The student is able to express a trigo-
nometric function in terms of the other
trigonometric functions.

H K5

P35

P44

2a

2b

lb

2a

2b

The student knows the conditions which
determine the numbers of solutions for a
triangle.

U H K2

K5

K6

2a

2b

4b
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MATHEMATIC$ 87.

4.6 Tri onometric circular _Functions

gZ_It.

The student knows the formulas for the
solution of triangles including the laws
of sines and cosines.

ple student is able to solve triangles.

H

H

K7

P35

2a

4b

2a 5a

P63 2b

4b

The student is able to use the funda- H P35 lb 5a
mental trigonometric function identities P42 2a
to prove other identities including P43 2b
Pythagoremland reciprocal identities. P44

P63

The student is able to develop the H P35 lb 5a
multiple-angle formulas.

P44 2b

The student is able to solve trigono- H P35 le 5a
metric equations.

P63 2b

4b

the student is able to use a graph of a H P35 lb 58
trigonometric equation to estimate the
coots of a given function:

P36 4a

the student is able to use compact
location to represent the infinite roots

H P46 la

2a

5a

)f a specified trigonometric equation
including using only principal roots.
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MATHEMATICS 88.

4.7 Probability Functions

The student knows the definition of a
probability function (probability
density function).

The student is able to use a probability
function to describe an experiment with
random outcomes.

The student is able to use the probabil-
ity function to calculate the variance
and standard deviation of a random
variable.

The student knows the definition of
probability distribution function.

The student knows the definition c
joint probability function

[The student knows the definitibn of a

binomial probability function (binomial
density function).

The student is able to use a binomial
probability function to describe random
experiments.

The student knows the definition of a

Bernoulli probability function.

The student is able to use the Bernoulli
probability function to describe coin
tossing experiments with win-loss out-
comes.

The student knows that-uniform probabil-
ity functions, multinomial probability
functions, hypergeometric probability
functions, and Poisson probability func-
tions are special probability functions.

H

H

H

2a

P33 2a

P66 2b

P35 2a

P63 2b

K2 2a

2b

K2 2a

2b

K2 2a

2b

P33 2a

P66 2b

2a

2b

P33 2a
2b

K2

K5

2a

2b

5a

5a

5a

9.4

9.4

9.4

9.4

9.4

9.4

9.4

9.4

9.4

9.4

Pro abi_iLy
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COURSE GOALS

4.S Other Functions

The student knows the definition of the
absolute value function.

The student knows the definition of the
greatest integer function.

The student is able to use the greatest
integer function in proving limits of
sequence.

The student knows the definition of a

hyperbolic function.

K2 la

2a

P35 2a

K2
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Geometry

90.

COURSE COALS

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related
Lo geometry (e.g., card catalog:
"Mathematics," "Geometry"; Reader's
Guide: "Geometry "; Area and Building
Audio-Visual Catalogs: 'Mathematics,
( ;eometry."

The student knows that many mathematical
systems including geometrical systems
may be described in the following two
ways: (1) a mathematical system con-
sists of a) undefined terms, b) defined
terms, c) postulates, and d) theorems,
or (2) a mathematical system consists
of a set of elements, b) one or
more well defined operations, c) an
equivalence relation, and d) a set of
postulates.

The student knows that geometry is a
logically structured model of physical
space dealing with size and shapes.

The student knows that in the develop-
ment of a geometrical system certain
terms are accepted without definition
(e.g., point, line, plane)

The student knows that all geometric
figures may be considered as sets of
points, as subsets of lines, or planes,
or ns the union of these sets.

'the student knows that concepts
geometry can be described algebraically.

The student knows that axioms or basic
postulates are fundamental statements

accepted without proof.

fi

I U H

I U H

H

U H

U H

Resources
math

(VI) Inquiry

L.0 Structure
math
Mathematic
systems

Physical
space

(C) Model

d

5e

6e

6d

5c

6c

6d

5.3

) Mathema

systems

(C) Equivalencf
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MAMMAT

5LL2MLLYE2nLa

The student knows the basic postulates
which establish the structure of a
particular mathematical system.

The student knows the prerequisite for
mathematical reasoning is a set of pre-
cisely stated assumptions (basic postu-
lates) from which conclusions (theorems
can be derived.

The student knows that assertions abOut
geometric figures must be based on
mathethatically logical conclusions stem-
ming from already accepted fact (basic
postulates and theorems)

Tho student knows mathematically valid
deductions are dependent on the basic
postulates and will change as the
postulates change.

The student knows that it is desirable
for mathematical definitions to have the
following properties: (1) name the term
that is being defined, (2) use only
terms that have been previously defined
unless it is an undefined term, (3)
place the term that is being defined
into the smallest or nearest set to
which it belongs, (4) state the charac-
teristic of the defined term which
distinguishes it from all other members
of the set to which it belongs, (5)
state the least number of essential
properties required to identify the term
being defined, and (6) be reversible,
that is, when the subject and predicate
nominative are interchanged, the result-
ing statement be true,

91.

It

U

U II

U

I U II

K7
KS

K7

Jd

6b

Gc

6d

5d

6b

6c

6d

5d

6b

Go

6d

K5 6a

KB 6b

6d

K2 6b

K3

(C) Structire.
math

) MaLhemaLical
systems

8.4

4

.4

Structute,

math

Structure,
geometric

(C) Struc--

math
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Geometry

5._ Geometry_SCont.1

,

The student knows that only definitions,
postulates, and proven theorems can he
cited to support assertions made in
gcomerri- proofs using deductive reason-
ing.

U R K3

K9

6n

6b

6c

6d

Proof

The student knows that a lemma is a II H Ki 6c 1.0
proven conclusion which is helpful in
the proof of a longer, more complicated
theorem.

K2

K7

6d

Se

5.5

The student is able to use axiomatic-
deductive reasoning -in the discovery

U H P42

P46
5d

6a

8.0 rinsonin

Dr proof of geometric facts. 1)52 6c

P53 6d

the student knows that induction is the U Ii G2 5d 1.0 ii,..

Rrocess of finding a general principle
lased upon the evidence of specific
rases,

the student is able to develop a mathe-
natical argument in the indirect or
direct method of proof.

U II

K2

P33

P43

P53

6d

5d

Se

6c

5a

8.0

8.4

P62 6d



Geometry

TICS

COURSE COALS

5.1 Plane and S ace

The student knows the theorems and
postulates that establish a point, a

line, and a plane.

The student knows the plane separation
postulate.

The student knows the theorems, defini-
tions and terms related to line segments
(e.g., end points, betweenness, bisector,
intersection).

The student knows the definitions for
term dealing with angles (e.g., angle,
acute, obtuse, right, supplementary,

complementary, interior, exterior,
measure of an angle, linear, pair,
vertical, dihedral).

The student knows the postulates and
theorems dealing with an angle (e.g.,
An angle has exactly one bisector;
every angle corresponds to a unique real
number such that 0 < x < 180).

The student knows the conditions that
must be established to demonstrate
angles congruent (e.g., same measure,
complements of congruent angles

The student is able to establish the
relationship between angles.

The student is able to use geometric
terms (line,, point, segment, ray, angle,
vertex) in defining geometric figures.

U H

U H

U H

H

U 11

I U H

I U

K3 5b

K9 5e

6c

Gl 5b

K3

Cl 5d

K2 5e

K7 6c
6d

K2 5e

K3

G2

K3

K3

5e

6d

5e

6c

P33 5b 5a

P34 5e

P45

P31 5e

P33
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94.

COURSE GOALS

0

5,1 Plane andqaL211L21

The student knows that the nonempty
intersection of two geometric figures
forms a third geometric figure (e.g.,
2 lines in a plane intersect to form a

point, 2 planes in space intersect to
form a line).

The student is able to classify by name
geometric figures in a plane and in
3-space (e.g., triangle, polygon, poly-
hedron, pyramid, sphere

The student knows the names of the part
of commonly studied geometric figures
(e.g., diagonal, altitude, great circle

The student knows that a geometric
figure divides a plane or 3-space in
distinct sets of points.

The student knows that triangles are
classified by their side and angle
measurements (e.g., equilateral,
isosceles, scalene, right, acute,
obtuse, equiangular).

The student knows
Theorem.

he Pythagorean

ni0 student is able to apply the
Pythagorean Theorem in the solution of
problems.

The student knows the formulas for find-
ing the perimeters and areas of polygons

The student is able to find the peri-
meter and area of polygons.

1 U H I K8

P I U Ii P31 5e

P33

P45

I U H I Ki 5a

K3 5e

U H K5 5a

K7 5b

K8 5e

P 1 U H I K5 5e

I U H Cl 5c

6c

I U H P35 5a

P63 5e

U H K2 5a

5e

PI UHi P35 5a

P63 5e

5a

5a

5a

5a

1.5

1.7

4.6

4.6

6.0

6.0

,lationshi

geometric
figures

(C) Physical

space

Measurement.

(C) Dimensional
ity
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The student is able to find surface
area and volume of geometric space
figures.

U H P35
. P63

5a

6a

5a

The student knows that two figures which
are the same size and shape are congru-
mit.

I U H K2

K3
Se

The Student knows that congruency is an
equivalence relation.

U H K3 2a 4.1 (C) Equivalence

congruence
The student knows that corresponding
parts of congruent geometric figures
are congruent.

U H K3 5e (C) Congruence

The student knows the congruency
thoorems.for proving triangles congruent

U H Cl 5d

6c
(C) Congruence

(e.g., ASA, SSS)
6d

The student is able Lo use the congru-
envy theorems to prove triangles
congruent.

U H P43

P47

P53

5e

6c

6d

(C) Congruence

The student is able to use congruent
triangles in complex proof.

U H P43

253
Sd

Se

P62 6c

P63 (.(1

The student is able to use his knowledge
of the triangular

inequality theorem to
solve problems involving triangles.

U H P63 5d

5e
5a (C) Relati- shi

space

The student knows the relationship be
tween the angles opposite noncongruent
aides and conversely.

U H K3

K8
5d

5e

6c

the student knows the theorems and
) 1 U 1 G2 5d

)roperties related to the perpendicular- Se
Lty of lines and planes. 6c
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MATUEMAT

5,1 Plane and Space0onLI

The student knows the theorems that U H G2 5d 5.2

establish the parallel relationship K3 5e

between lines and/or planes (including 6a

alternate interior angles, correspond- 6c
ing angles).

The student knows the effect the paral- U H K8 3 5.3

lel postulate has on the development 6c
of Euclidean geometry.

The student knows the Parallel Postulate. U H G1 5c Relationshi
lines

The student is able to prove lines and/ U H P43 5d 5a (C) Relationshi
Dr planes parallel. P53 5e lines and

P63 6c plane

The student knows that the set of P I U H Ki 5e

quadrilaterals contains parallelograms, K5
rectangles, rhombuses, squares, and
trapezoids.

The student knows the conditions that U H G2
nust be established to demonstrate K3
similarity between geometric figures
(e.g., triangles are similar when they
have 2 pairs of corresponding congruent
angles) .

The student knows corresponding sides U H K3 5e

)f similar geometric figures have the
same ratio.

'he student is able to detetmine when P I U H P43 6c Similarity
:wo geometric figures are similar. P45

The student knows the definition of PTUH K1 5e
:ems regarding circles (including K2
drcle, secant, radius, diameter, chord, K3
circumference, ard, tangent, tangent
circles, concentric circles, minor arcs,
mjor arcs, central angle, inscribed



5. C:c e tcy

COURSE GOALS

.VHEMAI'ICS 97.

Plane

The student knows the theorems regarding
chords, secants, and tangents of circles.

U H Cl

K3

5d

5e

6c

The student is able to find the measure- I U H P35 5e Measurementment of the angles formed by intersect-
ing chords, secants, and tangents of
circles.

P63 9a

9b

.

The student is able to use the theorems
regarding circles in proofs and appli-
cation problems.

U H P43
P53
P63

5d

5e

6c

5a

6d

The student knows that geometric con-
struction is making a drawing using only
a compass-and a straight edge.

U H K2 5b

The student is able to use the basic
constructions in making the incenter,
circumcenter, orthocenter, centroid,
and nine point circle.

U H' P76 4b
5b

5a

The student is able to use the basic
constructions to construct the medians
and altitudes of a triangle, and a cir-
cle containing any three non-collinear
points.

U H P76 4b
5b

5a

The student knows that the terms point,
line, plane, and space represent ab-
gtract concepts.

PIUR K1

K3

5b

5e
6c

(C) Physical
space

the student knows definitions of common-
ly used terms that are related to the
study of the point, line, plane, and
space (e.g., ray, end point, half line).

the student knows that not all geometric
figures may be .constructed.

I U H

I U H

Kl
K2

K3

5e

6d

4b
5e
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5. Geometry

98.

5.2 Coordinate Geometer

The student knows the relationship
between equations and their geometric
representations in coordinate geometry.

U H K3 5c Relations

The student knows the appropriate

terminology associated with the study
of the rectangular coordinate plane.

U H K1

K2

The student knows that a plane rectangu- U H K2 5c (C) Coordinak
ler coordinate system is the one-to-one
correspondence between the set of all
points in a plane and the set of all
ordered pairs of real numbers (coordi-
nate plane).

the student knows the term locus as a

set of points representing the solution
set of a set of geometric conditions.

the student knows the geometric repre-

U H

U H

K3

K3

Kl

5e

5c

5b

system

(C) Rolationsl

equivalen(

sentation of the locus of an equation
is called the graph of the equation.

K2 5c

5e

the student is able to test for the
various kinds of symmetry possible in
the construction of graphs or evaluation

R P43

P47

P62

5b

5c

5e

5a (C) S ymznetry

)f a locus_of points.

the student knows the standard form for
dle equation of a line in-a plane and in
space.

the student is able to derive the slope
f a line from the following conditions:

U H

H

K3
K7

P35

5c

5b

Sc

5a

(1) points on the line, (2) a line to 5e
)ther lines, (3) relationship between
coefficients of the variables of.the
njuations for the line.
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COURSE COALS

5.2 Coordinate Geometry (font.)

TLe student is able to develop the
various forms for writing the equation
of a line knowing only the coordinates
of two points of thc line.

The student is able to determine
perpendicularity or parallelism between
two or more lines.

The student knows that a family of lines
is a collection of lines with a common
geometric property.

The student is able to evaluate the
condition which makes a set of lines a
family.

The student knows the distance formulas)
for computing the distance between 2
points in a plane; in 3-space

ible student knows that given any two
points P and Q of a line, there is a
coordinate system for the line such that
the coordinate of P is zero and the
coordinate of Q is positive.

The student knows that corresponding to
any two points A and B there is a
unique positive number called their
distance.

The student is able to determine
distance in the plane or 3-space,

The student is able to find the point
which divides a line segment into a
desired ratio (point of division
formula).

U

U H

U it

U H

U H

P35

P35

P63

K3

Sb

Sc

P43 5b

P47

P35 5d

P42 5e

P52

'K3 5a

5b

K3 Sb

U H P35 5b

P63 Se

U H P35 5b

P63 5e

5a

_a

1.0

(C) Measurement



A

MATH TICS 100.

5.2 Coordinate Geome Cant

The student is able to_prove many of the
theorems of Euclidean geometry by
analytic (algebraic) methods.

H P42

P43

P53

5c

5d
(C) Prow

P63
The student knows that a conic can be
obtained by cutting a right circular
cone by a plane.

H K8 5b

The student knows the terminology relit-
ed to conics (e.g. , cone, intersection,
circle, hyperbola).

H K1

K2

The student is able to graph conic see-
tions on the coordinate plane.

Il P33

P35
5b

5c
5a

P44

P76

The student is able to convert the
general form of a quadratic equation
to the standard form of a specific
conic equation.

H P33

P35

Sc 5a

The student is able to express the
conics, as well as the line, as pare-
metric equations of a specific locus.

H P33
P35

P44

5c 5a (C) Equivalooco

The student is able to find the points
of intersection of two or more plane
geometric figures algebraically and
graphically.

U H P35
P44
P63

P76

5b

5c

5e

5a 3,3

The student knows the polar representa- H K2 5c 1.7
Lion for points in a plane. 4.6

The student is able to convert rectangu- H P35 5c 5a 1.7
lar coordinates to polar coordinates
and conversely.

P44 4.6

The student is able to graph equations
using a polar coordinate system.

H P35
P66

5b 5a
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MATHEMATICS 101.

5.2 Coordi

H P32

P66
5b

5c

5a

__

The student is able to represent
graphically both the original and the
image of a conic which has been trans-
lated and/or rotated to make it identi-
fiable.

The student is able to apply translati
and rotations to a quadratic equation
written in general form in order to
identify the conic represented by it.

H P33

P35

P44

5c 5a

The student knows that the rectangular
coordinate system can be extended to a
system in three dimensions.

the student is able to sketch the
graphs of space figures, including
their traces in the three mutually
perpendicular planes.

H

H

K3

K4

P33

P35

P76

5c 5a
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Transformational G o e

H K
K3

5e (C) Operations
(C) Transforma-

Lion

The student knows that a transformation
is an operation such that each point in
the preimage set has an unique image and
each point in the image set is the image
of exactly one point.

The student knows that three types of H Kl 5e (C) Transforma-
transformations are reflection, trans-
lation, and rotation.

K5 Lion

The student knows the relationship H K3 5e (C) Relationshi
between a point and the reflection of
the point with a line.

K5
K8

line-point

The student knows that the reflection,
translation, and rotation transforma-
tions preserve angle measure, collinear-
ity, and distance.

H K3 Se

6c
(C) Equivalence

The student knows that if a figure
coincides with its image over a reflect-
ing line, then the figure is called
reflection-symmetric to that line.

H K 5e (C) Symmetry

The student knows that parallelity and
perpendicularity are preserved when
reflected over a line.

H K3

The student knows that a composite of H K3 5e
transformations result from successive
applications of transformations.

K8 6c

Th-o. student knows that a motion which
preserves the properties of a figure is
called an isometry.

the student is able to use isometries

ll

H

K2
K3

P43

5e

6c Congruence
to prove the congruency of triangles. P53 6d

P63

The student is able to use transform_- H P43 6c (C) Proof
Lion postulates, definitions, and P53 6d.

7hoorems to prove the theorems of plane
eumetry.

P63
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.4 Other Geometries

The student knows that two people,
Bolyai and Lobachevski, were basically
responsible for the independent develop-
ment of non-Euclidean geometry.

The student knows that by changing
Euclid's Parallel Postulate the non-
Euclidean geometries may be developed.

The student knows that Riemannian
geometry contradicts Euclid's Parallel
Postulate in that it assumes there. are
no parallel lines.

The student knows that Riemannian geome7
try is useful in applied mathematics and
physics (e.g., the mathematical basis
for Einstein's General Theory of
Relativity),

The student knows that in "neutral
geometry" neither Euclid's Parallel
Postulate is assumed nor its contra-
diction; all the rest of Euclid's
postulates are assumed.

The student knows that in the study of
Lobachevskian geometry the Postulates
of Euclidean geometry are assumed, but
Euclid's Parallel Postulate is replaced
by Lobachevski's Parallel Postulate:
"If point F is not on line L there
are at .least two lines through P which
are parallel to L."

The student knows the properties
unique for projective geometry.

K1

K6

Cl 3

K7 3d

K8

K3 3

K8 5d

K7

K3

G1

K3

5d

3

5d

3

5d

3d

(C) Structure of
geometry

Structure
geometry

Structure
geometry
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COURSE GOALS

6. Measurement

P I U H

P I U H

P I U H

P I U H

P I U

P I U H

I U H

I U H

KG

K2

K2

K2

K8

P44

K4

Kl

K6

K7

9a

9b

9b

9b

9b

9b

9b

3

9b

9a

9b

10.0

(C) Resources,
mathematics

(V1) Inquiry

(C) Measurement

(C) Measurement

(C) Measurement

Measurement

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related
to measurement in mathematics (e.g.,
card catalog: "Mensuration," "Weights
and Measures;" Subject Guide to Books
in Print: "Measure Theory;" Reader's
Guide: "Measurement;" Area and build-
ing audiovisual catalogs: "Measurement,
Mathematics," "Measurement System,
Metric," "Measurement, Instrumentation."

The student knows that measurement is
a comparison between a standard unit
and the object to be measured.

The student knows the term measure
means the number of times a unit is
used to determine a measurement.

The student knows that measurement is
a number associated with an abstract
property such as length.

The student is able to express a
measurement with a number.

The student knows common historical
measurements from which present systems
of measurement evolved (e.g., cubit,
span, hand, rod).

The student knows that the system
most widely used in the United States
today is the, British-American system
of measures.

The student knows the functions of the
Bureau of Standards (Including calibre-
tion of measurement devices and main-
tenance of standard units).
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MATUiMATICS 105.

. Measurement Cont.}

The student knows that measurement may
be implied through the use of words
such as long, thin, or tall.

P I Kl 9b (C) Measurement

The student is able to describe measure-
meats in comparative terms such as
long, thin, or tall.

F I P45 9b

The student knows that historically I U H K4 9b 10.0 (C) Measurementmathematics began with the need to
measure and to record measurements.

K8 5,0

The student knows that environmental
factors may affect measurement proper-
ties of an object (e.-g., temperature
and pressure may affect volume, loca-
tion on the earth or moon affects
weight).

1 U H K6

K8

The student knows that measurement may
be non - quantitative (e.g., location by
longitude and latitude; proportionality
by scale drawings).

I U 1i K3 9b

The student knows that defined relation-
ships may exist between different
categories of measurement (e.g., rate
is a function of time and distance).

I Lill K8 9a

9b
Environment
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6. Measurement

106.

6.1 Systems and Ca e:ories

F I U H K5 9a

9b

MeasurementThe student knows that different
countries of the world use different
measurement systems.

The student knows the names of the
major systems of measurement (e.g.,
metric, British-American).

I U Kl 9b

The student knows that number operation
are required to convert measurements
from one system to another.

I U H K7 Measurement

The student knows that the metric
system is a decimal system (based on
units of ten).

I U H K3 9b

The student knows the names of the
principal categories to which measure-
ment is applied (including length, area
volume, weight, time, money).

F I U H Kl

K5

9b Measurement

The student knows that some categories
of measurement have units c_mmon to
many systems (e.g., unit for time such
as hour).

I U H K5 9a Equivalence

The student knows that a standard
unit' is the basis for deriving other
units in a category.

I U H K9 9a Measurement

The student knows that standard units
of measure are arbitrarily chosen (i.e.,
agreed upon by a large number of
people).

I U H K2 9a Measurement

The student knows the standard unit I U H K2 9a
for each of the major categories of the
principal systems of measurement (e.g.,
dollar in the American monetary and
linear meter in the metric system).

K9 9b
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COURSE COALS

6.1 Systems (Cont.)

The student knows the names of, and
the actual physical dimensions suggested
by, units of measure within the princi-
pal systems of measurement (e.g., inch,
hour, meter, degree, pint).

The student knows the names of the
common units in the principal categories
of measurement (e.g., money is measured
with pennies, nickels, dimes; weight is
measured in ounces, pounds, tons).

The student knows accepted abbreviation
and symbols for units of measurement
(e.g., lb. or # for pound, $ for
dollar).

The student knows the equivalent value
of units within a category ofmeasure-
ment (e.g., 1 foot = 12 inches).

The student knows that equivalent units
of measure are in the same dimension
(i.e,, inches cannot be converted to
pounds or dollars, but only to feet or
yards).

The student is able to convert a
measurement in a particular unit to
other units within a system (e.g.,
4 yards = 12 feet).

The student is able to perform basic
operations x, 4) with measures
(e.g., 3 hours, 45 minutes plus 2 hour
20 minutes equal 6 hours, 5 minutes).

The student is able to measure using
formulas (e.g., volume = V=LxWxH).

P 1U H

P 1U

P IUH

P I LI

I U

I H H

I J J H

I U H

5a
9a

9b

9b

K2

P35
P44

P35

9b

9a

9a

P35

P63

(C) Measurement
(C) Equivalence
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Measurement

108.

1 stems and Cate::: es (Cont.)

1 U H

U H

K2

P35

9a

9a

9b

5a

The student knows the equivalent values
of related units in different systems
(e.g., 1 meter is about 3.3 feet).

The student is able to convert measure-
ments of the same dimension from one
system to another (e.g., meters in the
metric system to feet in the American
system).
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i.2 Accuracy

The student knows the terms associated
with accuracy of measurement (including
tolerance, precision, relative error,
and greatest possible error).

rile student knows that measuring units
may he microscopically small to astro-
nomically large.

I U H

P I U H

Kl

K3

9a

9b (C) Measurement

The student knows that the smaller the
measuring unit used the more precise
is the measurement.

P I U H G2 9b Measurement

The student knows that an estimated
measure is an approximation which is
rounded off to the nearest unit appli-
cable.

P I U H K2 9b

The student knows that all measurements I U H K2 9b (C) Measurement
Involve a possible error of half the
value of the smallest division of the
scale used in measuring.

K3

The student knows that the relative
error of a measurement is the quotient
of the greatest possible error and the
measurement itself.

U H K2

K7

9b

The student knows the rules for
computation with approximate numbers.

U H K2

K7
9b
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Measurement

110.

6.3 Measurement Instruments

P I U H

I U H

K7

K8e

4c

9a

4c

9a

(C) Measurement
(C) Instrumenta

tion

The student knows that approximate
instruments are needed for measuring
(e.g a ruler to measure length, a
clock to measure time, a thermometer
to measure temperature) .

The student knows factors tliat of ect
the precision of a measuring instrument
(e.g., scale division, physical con-
struction, readability).

The student knows that all measures
are approximate (i.e., there is always
a difference between the actual maasu
ment and that which is indicated by
the measuring instrument).

P 1 U H , CZ 9a

The student is able to interpolate a
recording between units on the scale
of a measuring instrument.

I U II P42 le

9b

5a

The student is abl',t to find a measure- PIU11 P42 9a 5a
mcn1 using an appropriate physical
device (e.g., rule, watch, thermometer,
scale, electric meter, speedometer).

P47 9b
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7,0 Sets

MA`lATI CS

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related
to sets in mathematics (e.g., card
catalog: "Aggregates" (mathematics),
Reader's Guide: "Mathematics "; Area
and building audiovisual catalogs:
"Set, Mathematical," "Set, Algebraic.

P i U K6 2a
2b

(C) Resources,
mathematics

(V1) inquiry
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7.1 terminology

ilia student knows that a set is a well-
defined collection of objects.

The student knows the symbols used in
set notation (including

), u).

The student knows the meaning of terms
used ih describing sets (including
complement, null, subset, universal
sct, infinite set, finite set, superset,
equivalent sets, disjoint sets).

student knows ways in which the
members of a set may be specified,
Including listing the members (elements
and describing the members by rule.

The student is able to use the symbol-
ism of sets (set builder notation) to
name a set (e.g., x: > 2 and KE.R)).

The student knows that the cardinal
number of a set A, denoted n(A), is
the number of elements the set contains.

The student knows that a one-to-one

correspondence between two sets is a
pairing which assigns to each member
of each set one and only one member of
the other.

the student knows that in counting the
number of members of a set, a one-to-
one correspondence is made between the
members and a !ubset of the counting
numbers.

The student is able to establish a one-
to-une. .correspondence between:two
infinite sets.

P I U it

I U 11.

P

PIUU

U

I U

1.15

(C) Classifica-
tion

(C) Classifica-
tion

(C) Cardinaltty

P33

P44

Relation-

NumeAati on

Infinity
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7.2 O, eraL ions onS(-

The student knows definitions of the
set operations including union, inter-
section, complementation, and Cartesian
product.

1 U H K2 la

ld

The student knows the laws of opera-
tions on sets, including the commute-
tive associative, distributive, identi-
ty, and complement laws.

U H K2

02

la

ld

The student is able to perfo -m basic P I U H P3 la 53 9.1
operations on sets including union,.
intersection, and Cartesian products.

P35 ld

4b
6c

8.4

7c

The student knows ways to describe set T. U H K7 la 9.1
operations including Euler circles,
mappings, and Venn diagrams.

ld 8.4

The student is able to relate sets
graphically (e.g., union with Venn
diagrams, subset with Euler circles).

1 U H P33

P66
la 5a

The student knows the parallelism that
exists between set operations and
operationsin other areas (e.g., logic,
circuit design, information theory).

H K5 la

4b

5c

The student knows areas of mathematics
in which set theory and symbolism are
applicable (e.g., probability, logic,
and geometry) .

i1 H K5

K6
la

4b
5c
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8. Logic

114.

Lo,ic

11 K6 6a

6b

6c

6d
6e

(C) Resources,
machematica

(V1) inquiry

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related
to logic in mathematics (e.g., card
catalog: "Logic, Symbolic and Mathe-
mat:lc:al"; Reader's Guide: "Logic,
Symbolic and Mathematical"; Area and
building audiovisual catalogs:
"Mathematics, Logic."
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8. Logic

115.

8.1 Terminology

I U H K2 6a (C) Logic
(C) Truth,

mathematics
(C) Reasoning

The student knows that a simple logical
proposition (statement) is a sentence
that is either true or false, but not
both.

The student knows the meaning of the
terlas used to describe logical proposi
tions including axiom, theorem, lemma,
and corollary.

U H K1

K2
6a

The student knows that the logical
connections are "and," "or," and "no ""

U H K2

The student knows that a proposition
applied to elements connected by the
logical connection "and" is posited
of both elements.

U H K2

The student knows that the expression U H Kl 6a
"one or the other or both" is called
the "inclusive or.'

K2 6c

The student knows that the expression U H K1 6a
"one or the other but not both" is
called the "exclusive or."

K2 6c

The student knows that the negation of 1 U H K2 6a
a logical statement is formed by preced-
ing the statement with the logical
connective "not."

rhe student knows the symbols for
negation, conjunction, disjunction,
conditional and biconditional.'

U H

K7

K2

6b

6c

6a

The student knows that the logical U H K2 6a 7.2
operation of disjunction of statements
in logic is analogous to-the operation
of union in set theory.

K5 6c

The student knows that the logical U H K2 6a 7.2
operation of conjunction of statements
in logic is analogous to the operation
of intersection in set theory.

K5 6c
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Logic

116.

COURSE GOALS

At1012L(21aL8.1 Terminology

The student knows that in logic the
operation of negation is analogous to
finding the complement of a set.

The student knows the truth tables for
the connectives (negation, conjunction,
disjunction), conditional and bicondi-
tional.

The student knows the meaning of quanti-
fiers including "all" and "some."

U H

U

K2 6a

K5 6c

K2 6a

K2 6a

7.2
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MAZIEMATICS 117.

-

8.2 Statements

The student knows that an open sentence
is a statement which contains a variabl
and becomes a proposition when an ele-
ment is substituted for the variable.

H Kl

K2

K7

6a

The student knows that compound state-
ments are simple statements combined
with logical connections.

U H K2

K3

6a

The student knows that a compound
statement formed with the logical
connective "and" in a conjunction.

U H K2 6a

6d

The student knows that a compound
statement formed with the "inclusive
or" is a disjunction.

U H K2 6a

6d

Lhe student knows that logical state-
ments of the form, "if p then q" are
conditional statements (i.e., implica-
tions).

U H K2 6a

6c

The student is able to use "sufficient,' U H P33 6a 5a
"necessary," "if," and "only if" len-
guage in expressing conditionals.

P75

The student knows that logical state-
ments of the form, "p if and only if q"
are biconditionals.

U H K2 6a
6c

The student knows that the conditional U H K2
"if p then q" has a converse, "if
q then p.

The student knows that the conditional, U H K2 6a
"if p then q" has the inverse, "if
not p, then not q."

The student knows that the conditional U H K2 6a
"if p then q" has the contrapositive
"if not q, then not p."
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MATHEMATICS 118..

8.2 Statements Cont.)

U H

U 11

P45

P47

K2

6a

6b

6c

6d

6a

8.4The student is able to use truth tables
to test the truth or falsity of corn-
pound statements.

The qtudent knows that statements that
have the same truth tables are called
logically equivalent statements (i.e.,
tautologies).

C) Truth,

mathematica

(C) Equivalence
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Reasonin

The student knows the mathematical use I U H K2 5d 5.0 (C) Reasoning
of the words "and," "or," and "not." 6a 7.2

The student is able to form the con-
verse, inverse, and contrapositive of
a give-implication.

U H P35 6a
6d

5a

The student is able to use Venn dia-
grams to clarify logical arguments.

I U H P47

P76

6a

6d
5a 7.2

The student is able to use indirect
reasoning in logical arguments (i.e.,
a proof of the contrapositive of a
theorem is a proof of the theorem).

U H P53 6a

6c

6d

The student knows that a proposition
containing a finite number of variables
and operations is a tautology if and
only if it is true for every substitu-
tion of its variables.

H K2

K7
6a

6c

6d

The student knows that at any step of
a logical argument a statement may be
replaced by a logically equivalent one.

U H K7 5d

6a
6c

5.0

6d

The student is able to use the transi-
tivity property of the conditional

U H P44 5d

6a
5.0

(syllogism) in logical arguments (i.e.,
if p implies q and q implies r,
then p implies r).

6c

6d

The student is able to use the rule
of detachment (modus ponens) in logical
arguments (i.e., if p is true and p
implies q, then q is true).

U H P44
P47

P62

5d
6a

6c
6d

5.0

The student is able to use "modus
tollens" in logical arguments (i.e.,
if not q is true, and p implies q
then not p is true).

U H P47 5d
6a
6c

6d

5.0
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Logic

120.

COURSE COALS

8._ ReasoningSpIlL)

The student is able to use proof by
atradietion (reductio ad absurdum)

in logical arguments.

The student is able to use logical
arguments in geometric and algebraic
proofs.

U H 145 5d

6a

6c

6d

5.0

U P51

P53

The student knows that Boolean Algebra
is an abstract mathematical system that
is useful in solving logical problems.

The student is able to use Boolean
Algebra to solve logical problems.

The student knows common mathematical
paradoxes (e.g., Zeno's paradoxes).

KZ

K3

K6

5d

6a
6c

6d

la

ld

6a
6c

6d

5.0

8.4

7.0

P45

P47

la

ld

6a

6c

6d

6b

8.4

7.0

(C) Logic
(C) Reasoning

(C) Logic
(C) Reasoning

(C) Logic
Reasoning

(C) Logic

(C) Reasoning

(C) Logic
(C) Reasoning
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E_ "TICS

8.4_ Abstract Mathematical Systems

The student knows the definition of an
abstract mathematical system.

The student knows the definition of an
equivalence relation.

{'tic student is able to use the concepts
of an abstract mathematical system in
studying other possible mathematical
systems.

The student is able to verify the field
properties for subsets of the real
numbers.

The student knows the definition and
properties of a group.

rhe student is able to develop abstract
mathematical systems that are groups.

The student knows the definition of a
ring.

The student is able to develop abstract
mathematical systems that are rings.

The student knows the definition and
properties of an integral dorrc:;..1

The student is able to determine
whether a congruence class of integers
(modular number system) is an integral
domain.

The student knows the similarities and
differences among groups, rings, inte-
gral domains, and fields.

U H

K2

K2

P33

P45

P45
P47

12

K3

P67

P67

K2

K3

P45

P47

K5

la

id

ta

id

6a

66

la

id

la

lb

lc

lb

is

ld

la

la

la

lc

la

lb

lc

ld

1.0

1.4

(C) System, coati

(C) Structure,
math

Equivalence

System, matt
Structure,
math

structure,
math

(C) Structure,
math

C) St:rue -I

math

structure,

math

Structure,
math

Structure,
math

(C) Structure,
math
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l_cIV ,,,.!, s 3 ',J,3,4

8.4 Abstract athematical stems

H

K2

K2

K3

la

lc

lc

le
7.0

System, mat_

(C) Logic

ont.)

The student knows that a vector space
may he defined as an abstract mathema-
tical system of scalar values in opera-
tion with vector values.

The student knows the definition and
properties of Boolean Algebra.
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Probabila, :statistics

P.SE GOALS

Probability and Statistics

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related
Lo probability and statistics in mathe-
matics (e.g., card catalog: "Probabili-
ties," "Statistics"; Reader's Guide:
"Probabilities," "Statistics

; area
and building audiovisual catalogs;
"Mathematics, Probability," "Mathematics
Statistical."

The student knows that among several
events equally likely to occur, the
probability that a given event will
occur is the ratio of outcomes that
produce the given event to all possi-
ble outcomes _.g., the probability
of rolling a 2 on a die is 1/6).

The student knows that statistics is
a body of methods for the systematic
handling of data aimed at making deci-
sions amidst uncertainty due to too
much or too little data.

The student knows that statistics
enable probability limits to be placed
on the truth of statements made about
a total system or population from
analysis of a sample.

The student knows that in order to
avoid distortion of the results,,statis-
tical data must be treated in-accordance
with all statistical rules and formulas
appropriate to the specific data.

The student knows that descriptive
statistics consist of the collection,
classification, and summarization of
data into graphical displays and com-
puted statistics about samples or whole
populations for the purpose of drawing
inferences about the population.

123.

I U 11

U

1

7a

7b

7c

7d

7e

Resources,

mathematIca
(VI ) Inquiry

K2

K3
7a

7e

K2

K3

7a

7b

Ki0 7a

7c

K8 7b

7d

K2

K3
7a

7c

Data

iliry

(C) Probability
(C) Statistics

(V1) Honesty
(V1) Integrity
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PIATIIEMA' 124.

oc

bab liG and Statistics (Cont.)

The student knows definitions of terms H Kl 7a
associated with statistical inference
(including reliability, validity,
correlation, regression, oovar,ance,
distribution, level of confidence,
level of significance, significance
ratios or tests, types' and II errors,
power of tests, standard error).

K2 7c



Probability and Statistics

1

9 Sa .lin and Data Collection

The student is able to choose a sample
representative of a population.

U H P33 7a 5a

Thu student is able tc generate and
use random umbers e tables).

H i'32 7a 5a

The student knows that random sampling
is only one means of obtaining a repre-
sentative sample.

H K5

K7

The student is able to choose random
samples from a population.

U H P33 7a 5a

The student is able to construct line
segment graphs to represent numerical
data.

I U H P46

P76
7a
7b

5e 9.4

The student is able to construct a
frequency table from numerical data.

I U H P46

P76
7a

7b

The student is able to construct
charts and bar graphs to represent
numerical data.

gtudent is able to construct a
histogram and a frequency polygon for
representing statistical data.

P I U FI

U H

P46
P76

P33
P34
P46

7a

7b

7a

7b

5a

5a

9.4

9.4

P76

The student knows the characteristics
of the normal distribution.

U H K2 7a

7b
9.4

7c
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MATHEMATICS

9.1 em.lina and Data Collection ont)

,

The student is able to determine the
line-of "best fit" for a set of random
ordered pairs.

H P76 7a s 9.4

The student is able to use a line of
best fit in estimating correlations
and regression equations.

U H P36
P37

P42

7a 5s 9.4
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9. Probability and Statistics

127.

9.2 Measures

The student knows the common measures
of central tendency of-data such as
mean, median, mode, and percentile.

1 U H K2 7a

7b

The student is able to calculate the 1 U H P34 7a
mean, median, and mode of numerical
data.

P35

P63
7b

The student knows the common measures
of variability of data such as range,
standard deviation, and variance.

U H K2 7a

7b

The student knows the common measures U H -K2 7a
of covariability of data such as the
covariance and correlation coefficients.

K5 7b

The student is Able to calculate the H P34 7a 5a
range, standard deviation, and variance
from numerical data.

P35
P63

7b

The student is able to compute and H 134 7a
interpret statistical measures of
central tendency, variability, and
covariability employing methods includ-
ing confidence, level of significance,
significance ratios or tests, Type I
and Type II errors, power of tests,
and standards.

P35
P63

7b

The student is able to calculate H P34 7a 5a
covariance and correlation coefficients. P35 7b

P63
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MATHEMATICS

9.3 Combinatorial

The student knows that permutations
and combinations are useful for arrant,-
ng data to compute the probabilities

of events.

U H K8

C2

The student knows that a permutation
is a distinct arrangement of a set of
elements. ___-

rhe student knows that a combination
is a set of elements considered without
regard to the order in which the
elements occur.

lie student knows the fundamental
principle of enumeration (i.e.,
multiplication principle of counting).

U H

U H

H

1(2

K2

K2

G2

7a

la

7a

7c

la

7a
(C) Mumeration

The student knows the meaning of
symbols and terms associated with
combinatorial mathematics including
factorial - 1, nCr, nPr)-

H Kl

K2
la

The student knows the formulae for
computing numbers of permutations and
combinations.

H K7 la

The student is able to calculate the
number of combinations or permutations
for a stated condition.

U H P35 la

7a

The student is able to calculate
special permutations (e.g., indistinct

guishable elements, circular permuta-
tions).

H P35

P43
la

7a

5a

The student is able to use combinations
in expressing the binomial theorem.

H P35
P48

la

lb

5a 1.81

7a

7c



9. Probability and Statistics

TATICS

COURSE-GOALS

9.4 Probabilit Trheorl

The student knows the definitions of
the basic terms of probability (e.g.,
sample, sample point, sample space,
event, experimental results probability
of an event).

The student knows that the outcomes of
two probabilities are "equally likely"
if they have equal chances of occurring.

The student knows that mathematical
probability of an event may be repre-
sented as P(A) cardinal number of A
divided by the cardinal number of the
sample space (e.g., P(A) o n(A)/n(S)).

The student is able to use tree dia-
grams in counting outcomes and computin
probabilities.

The student knows the formula for the
.probahility oE the union of two events.

The student knows the probabilities
associated with the union and inter-
section of events (e.g., P(E union F)
P(E) P(F) a P(E intersection F)).

The student knows the probability of
outcomes of ordinary uncertain events
(e.g., tossing coin, rolling dice,
drawing an inside straight).

The student knows the probabilities of
outcomes with experiments using single
solids of three or more faces.

The student knows the probabilities of
outcomes with experiments using a pair
of solids of three or more faces.

The student knows the definition of
odds (i.e., the odds in favor of A
probability of A divided by the

I.

Li

129.

Probability



Probabilit and Statistics

COURSE ALS

MATHEMATICS 130.

9.4 heorCont. )

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

K2
K7

K2

K2

K7

K2

K2

P35
P45
P47

K2
K7

K2

K7

K2

7c

la

7c

la
7c

7c

7c

la

7c

5a

9.5

The student knows the definition for
the probability of the complement of an
event (i.e., the probability of the
complement of A is equal to 1 - P(A)).

The student knows that events are
"mutually exclusive" if they have no
points in common.

The student knows that events are
"independent" if and only if the prob-
ability of their intersection is equal
to the product of their probabilities
(i.e.', the events have nothing to do
with each other).

The student knows the definition of
conditional probability (i.e., the
probability of A given B is equal
to the probability of the intersection
of A and B divided by the probabil-
ity of B, where P(B) # 0).

The student knows the binomial theorem.

The student is able to use rank corre-
lation to test the independence of two
chance variables.

The student knows a formula for calcu-
lating confidence intervals for prob-
ability functions of random samples.

the student knows Chebyshev's theorem.

[he student knows the definition of
3ernoulli trials.



MATH TICS

9. Probability and Statistics

131.

COURSE COALS

9.5 Interpretation

The, student knows that the type of
display chosen can affect the inter-
pretation of statistical data.

I U H KS 7a

7b

7c

The student is able to interpret statis-1 I U H P45 7b 5a
tical information from a table or graph
(including minimums or maximums and
occurrence frequencies).

P48 7c



History of Mathematics

E T

COURSE GOALS

10. Histor of Mathematics

The student knows the location and use I U H K6
of print and nonprint materials related
to the history of mathematics (e.g.,
card catalog: "Mathematics, History";
area and building audiovisual catalogs:
"Mathematics, History."

The student knows ways in which mathema I U H K6
tics throughout history has provided K8
career opportunities (e.g., map making
accounting, and surveying).

The student knows the different empha- P I U H K8
sis placed on mathmatics by different
cultures (e.g., Roman - practicality;
creek - imagination and fancy; Egyptian
religious; Arabian - trading),

3i

) Resources
mathemati.

(V1) Inquiry

(C) Relevance
(Vl) UsefulneE

(C) Culture
(V1) Respect L

view of
others-
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History of attematics

COURSE COALS

133.

19,1 Early Period

The student knows that counting was a
basis for the development of arithmetic.

P I KB 3 2.0 (C) Numeration

The student knows some of the early
counting symbols (e.g., pictures, tally
marks, groups of physical objects).

P I U H K2 3 2.0 (C) Numeration

The student knows factors contributing
to the development of numeration sym-
bols (numerals) (including standardi-
zation of symbols and ease of record
keeping).

1 U H K4
K8

Numeration

Mt. student knows the origin and devel-
opmcnt of the many common numeration
systems (e.g., Roman, Creek, Hindu,

P I U H K2
K4

3 2.0 (C) Numeration
(C) Innovation
(V1) Usefulness

Arabic, Egyptian (hieroglyphics),
Chinese).

The student knows that computation and
number theory were primarily restricted
to the scribes and priests of early
civilization.

I U H K6

C2
3 (C) Culture

(C) Religion
(VI) Intellec-

tual

Freedom

The student knows effects of beliefs
about numbers upon religion, mysticism,
and superstition (e.g., the divineness
of odd numbers, the fear of 13, the
mystical 666).

P I U H K8 3 (C) Culture
(C) Religion
(V1 ) Objectivity

The student knows early mathematical
games (e.g., odd and even, Nina, chess,
draughts).

I U H K2 3 (C) Education
(C) Play

(V1) Pleasure

.1 .e student knows reasons for the
.

development of positional number sys-
terns (including the transition from
simple counting to more complex compu-
tations).

I U H K4
K8

3 2.1 (C) Numeration
(C) Structure,

math
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134.

COURSE GOALS

10.1 Early Period (Cont.)

The student knows that man's first.
experience with mathematics was induc-
tive (i.e., the Egyptians and Babylon-
ians developed their ideas through
observation and experimentation with
concepts useful in their daily lives).

The student knows the ways that fingers
(digits) have been used to compute and
record numerical computations.

U H

P I U

The student knows factors contributing P I U
to the need for computation in certain
areas (including the development of
astronomy, commerce, surveying, science)

The student knows that man reasoned
algebraically before he computed
arithmetically.

The student knows that Egyptian and
Babylonian civilizations as early as
3000 B.C. were relatively advanced in
arithmetic (e.g.,-simple algebra',
numbers into the thousands, multipli-
cation tables, weights and measures,
calendars).

The student knows that the fractional
concept developed when early civilized
man began -taking shared risks in trad-
ing and commerce.-

The student knows that early computa-
tion facts were recorded in tabular
form.

.

The student knows that early- civilized
nations such--es Egypt-used-geometric
figures and properties for measuring
(e.g., triangulation for surveying).

I U

I U

(C) Logic

(V1) Objectivit-

(V

(C

(V

I U.H

P I U

I U

Adaptation
Innovative
ness

Adaptation
Innovative
ness

(C) Culture
(V1) Education

(C) Relations
(V1) Innovative

ness

K7 (C) Adaptation
(V1) Innovative

ness
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10. Histor of athemat cs

135.

COURSE GOALS

1©.1_ Early Period (Cont.)

The student knows the origin of some
early computational devices (such as
the abacus).

P I U H K4 8 11.3

The student knows the development of
computing devices from grooves on walls,
lines in sand and dirt, to the modern
abacus and the electronic computer.

P I U H K4 8 11.0 (C) Technology
(V1) Innovative

ness

The student knows that basic units of
measure were developed from common
objects found within .a culture (e.g.,
cubic foot of water (talent) in

P I U H K41
K8

3 6.0 (C) Culture
(V1 ) Innovative-

ness

Babymlonia).

The student knows that geometry
developed in Egypt because of the need
to reestablish lost boUndaries (survey-
ing) washed out by the flooding Nile.

I U H K7

K8
5.1 (C) Culture

(C) &daptation
(V1) Aistice



10. History of Mathematics

COURSE GOALS

MATHEMATICS 136.

,

10.2 Greco-Raman Period

The student knows that the Greek mathe- U H K8 3 (C) Culture
maticians promoted the study of abstrac (Vi) Sensitivit
mathematics contrasted to applied
mathematics.

The student knows that the main contri- U H K2 3 8.4 (C) Logic
button of the Creeks was the process of (V1) Human
ordered logic or deductive reasoning. dignity

The student knows ways in which well- T. U H Kl 3 (C) Culture
known Greek mathematicians contributed K8 (C) Civilizatio
to civilization (e.g., Euclid, Archi- (V1) Innovation
Dedes, Pythagoras, Zeno, Eratosthenes, (V1) Human
!Males, and Aristarchus).

.

dignity

rhe student knows that the Greek I U H K7 ( Learning
liscIples of Pythagoras formed a KS (VI ) Inquiry
secret society (Pythagoreans) to
n-omote the study of mathematics
as a science.

!'lie student knows that our present day U H K8 3 5.1 (C) Culture
leametry, Euclidian geometry, was G2 5.2 (V1) innova hit:
developed by Euclid (323-285 B.C.) who aess
!collected, simplified, and recorded the (vi) Usefulness
wometric knowledge of his day.

The student knows that Archimedes (297- U H Kl (C) Culture
q2 B.C.) made great advances in apply- K8 (C) Adaptation
Aig mathematics to the analysis and (V1) Innovative
;caution of technical, engineering, and ness
;cientific problems. (V1) Usefulness

'he student knows the contributions of I U H Kl 3 2.6 (C) Culture
:ratosthenes, a Greek mathematician K2 (VI) innovativc
_winding measurement of the earth's ness

size before 2000 B,C. and development
iethods for the study of prime numbers)

'he student knows that the major con- P I U H K3 3 . 2a (C) Cultnr_
ribution of the Roman civilization K8 4b (VI) Usefulness-
As in practical applications such as 4f

ngineering and accounting.-



MATHEMATTCS

10. History of Mathematics

137.

COURSE GOALS

10.3 Middle A_e Period

I U H

I U H

P I U H

P I U H

P I U H

P I U H

P I U H

I U H

K4
K6

G2

K4
K6

K4

Kl

K5
K8

K8

K2
K4

Kl

K2

K4

K2
K4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2.0

2.0

2.2

1.0

2.1

(C) Culture

(C) Culture

(V1) Respect ten
cultural
heritage

(C) Adaptation
(V1 ) Usefulness

(_C ) Numeration

(C) Adaptation
(C) Numeration

(VI) Usefulness

(C) Adaptation
(VI) UsefUlness

(C) Communicatic
(V1) Usefulness

(C) Numeration
(V1) Usefulness

The student knows that the Arab culture
and learning in mathematics spread to
every major center of civilization
during the 125 years following the
death of Mohammed in 632 A.D,

The student knows ways mathematics was
kept alive during the medieval ages by
the Arabian civilization approximately
4001000 A.D. (e.g., translating and
preserving earlier mathematical works).

The student knows the origin and devel-
opment of counting houses and the
various non-pencil and paper devices
used in mathematical computations (e.g.,
counting boards, wax slates, dust
tables).

The student knows -that modern notation
is called Arabic notation but our
notation involving zero was in fact
developed by the Hindus of India.

The student knows ways in which the
adoption of the Hindu-Arabic place
value system simplified computation.

The student knows how the decimal system
of mathematics evolved.

The student knows. the origin and devel-
opment of the common idea words in
arithmetic (e.g., digit, compute,
algorithm, abstract, composite, prime,
ordinal, cardinal).

The student knows the origin and, devel-
,__ ____,

opment of-the zero and place value
concepts.



10. History of Mathematics

COURSE GOALS

MAThEMATICS 136

10 Middle ke Period Con- )

I U H K8The student knows the major effects of
mathematics on Western culture (e.g.,
the contribution of mathematics and
scientific technology to the creation
of classes within a culture).

(C) Culture



10. His ory of Nathe tcs

`i11hlATl CS
139.

Luom. L.,.....

10.4 Modcrn Period

I U H

P I U H

I U 11

I U 11

U 14

U H

1 U H

K2

K8

K4

K8

1(1

K4
K6

K4

1(4

K8

K4

K8

K2

K4

3

3

3

3

3

6.1

C Adaptation
(V Usefulness

(C) Adaptation
(Vi) Beauty
(V1) Sensiti t

(C) Measurement
(V1) Usefulness

(c C:il Iture

Adaptatio n
(V1 ) 1.Jefulne.J

(C) Adaptation
(V1) Usefulness

(C) Adaptation
(V1 ) UsefulnesE

The ; t_udent knows the ways in which the
invention of the printing press
affected the use of numbers and symbols
in imAiihematics (e.; standardizing
numerals).

The student knows that mathematical
ideas and systems may be developed that
have no immediate practical application
(e.g. the ellipse was known thousands
of years before it was used by Kepler
to predict the motions of planets).

The stude nt- knows that the metric sys-
tem for measurement was developed in
1189 by the French Academy of Sciences.

The student knows that the modern
period of mathematics began in the
1600's with the development of analytic'
geometry and calculus.

The student knows of the development
of various mathematical branches (e.g.,
algebra, analytical geometry, calculus,
and set theory).

The student knows contributions of
significant innovations in mathematics
(e.g., complex numbers, logarithms;
non-Euclidean geometries, Cartesian
plane).

The student knows the development of
long division algorithm methods prior
to their introduction in the 1800's.

7 Calby Method, bent's Method,
'cratch Method).
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COURSE COALS

10:4 .Modern PeriodjCont.)

TY iu student knows that mathematical

discoveries. are sometimes made at the
same time by different men working
independently (e.i, Leibnitz and
Newton on calculus).

The student knows that Karl Gauss,
Isaac Newton, and Archimedes are

considered by most math historians as
the three greatest mathematicians of
history.

The student knows about the lives and
contributions of several of the great
mathematicia s (e.g Gauss, Descartes,
Newton, Pascal).

The student knows that Rene Descartes'
mathematical ideas led to a new field
of mathematics called analytic geometry,

cited as one of the most useful ways
scientists have of studying natural
phenomena.

The student knows that set theory was
developed by George Cantor (1845-1918)
as a new method of analysis and proof.

The student knows that group theory

developed by Evariste Galois (c. 1830)
applies to motions, numbers, or spaces.

The student knows important names and
activities of mathematicians involved
in the development of computer mathe-
matics (e.g., Gottfried Von Leibnitz,
Babbage, Lord' Kelvin, Napier, Pascal,
Von Neuman.

U

U

I U H

U H

I U 11

U

U H

K6

Kl

G2

02

Ki

K8

Kl

K2

K8

K1

K6

K1

K4

(C) Adaptation
(V1) Creativity

(C) Culture
(V1 ) Respect to°

cultural

heritage

5 3 (C) Adaptation
(V1) Usefulness

7.0 (C) Adaptation
(V1 ) Innovation

(C) Adaptation

(V1) Innovative

ness

(C) Adaptation
(C) Culture

(C) Technology

(V1) Usefulness



MAT-I 1i ii:

II. CompuLaulonal Devices

COORS1-: COALS

Lf Computational Devices

sL udent knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related

to computers in mathematics (e.g.,
card catalog: "Electronic Computers";
11ILL'LiLlclg: "Computers"; area and
huilding audiovisual catalogs:
"Computers."

141.

I till CC) kf..Nuilrcc!:,

marhumatic;t1

(VI) Inquiry
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11. Computational Devices

14 ".

CURSE GOALS

11.1 Com titers

The student knows the historical evolu-
tion of computers.

The student knows characteristics of
the two basic types of computers:
analog and digital.

The student knows the relative advan-
tage of digital and analog computers.

The student knows the social and eco o-
mic effects the computer has on our
world (e.g., industrial automation,
invasion of privacy, and automation
business processes) .

The student knows that recent rapid
changes in computer capabilities are
largely due to the advances in techno-
logy (e.g., electronics).

The student knows the opportunities
and requirements that are associated
with computer careers such as program-
mer, keypunch operator, computer

operator, and systems analyst.

The student knows the meaning of basic
terms associated with computers (e.g.,
hardware, soft!, -ire, central processing

unit, peripheral devices, and memory).

The student knows types of computer
hardware used for input, output,
memory, and calculating.

The student is able to use input-output
devices to communicate with a computer
system.

I U H

I U H

3h

4a

4d

4f

41

10.0

10.0

(C) Culture

(0) Adaptation
(VI) Usefulues:

Techn(do:!

(VI) ftud-tlIne!:

(C) Tuchoolop,v

(V1) Human
dignity

(C) Techno1ov
(V1 ) Proyres!--;

Economic
syseom

(V1 ) Human

dignity

(V1) Usefulnc:.;
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H. Computational Devices

courtsE GOALS

11.1 Com uters (onc.)

Tho student is able to store data in
and retrieve data from a complete
storage system.

The student knows characteristics of
problems which arc well-suited to
computer solution.

The ::tudont knows that thr' digital
computer uses yes-no "decisions" based
only on numerical computations.

The student knows the general stage's
in computer problem solving (i.e.,
input, processing, and output).

The student knows that a digital compu-
ter can interpret only instructions
written in machine readable form.

The student knows the relationship
between binary and octal numbers.

The stiff t knows that a program is a
series c. instructions written in a
language that can be interpreted and
processed by a digital computer.

Thu student knows that programs written
in a symbolic language are translated
Co machine usable form before computer
execution.

Tho student knows terms associated with
programming (including flow chart,
decision table, statement types, lan7
guages, compilation, and documentation.

Tho student knows- the purposes of
documenting a program revision,
C esting'. instruction).

14].
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144.

11.1 Computers (Cont.

The student is able to flow chart a

computer problem solution.
U 11 P35

P66

S 5a

The student is able to develop a pro-
gram in a symbolic language from a
flow charted solution.

U H P35

P66

8 5n

The student is able to use common pro-
gramming procedures such as counters,
branches, and loops.

U H P35 8 5a

The student is able to use a computer
language to communicate with the
computer (e.g., BASIC, FORTRAN).

U H P66 H 5n

The student is able to analyze errors
within a program (debugging), (includ-
ing printing results at various stages
of processinl and using system supplied
diagnostics).

U il P22

P43

P47

H 5a

,-..r.-

The student is able to use the language
of arrays in programming (e.g., sub-
scripting levels of data).

U H P31

195

8 5a

The student is able to use appropriate
instructions to arrange the physical
display of printed output (foLmat out-
put).

U H P35 8 5a

The student knows the advantages of
the various computer languages to
specific applications (e.g., COBOL -

U H K5

K8

Business, FORTRAN - Science).

!

i
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145.

11.2 Slide Rule

The student knows that the slide rule U H K2 le 3b
is an economical mechanical device
used for real-number computations
(other than addition and subtraction).

K6 8 4a

The student knows that the slide rule U H K3 8 4.5
is logarithmically arranged and there-
fore works according to the laws of
exponents,

The student is able to read the slide
rule scales.

.

Ti H

K7

P41 8

2.4

The student is able to select the
appropriate scales on the slide rule
on which to perform particular compu-
tations.

U H P45

P62

The student knows the rules for compu-
tation with approximate numbers.

U H K9 le

8

The student is able to use the slide
rule to perform computations with real-
numbers including multiplication, divi-
sion, proportions, squaring, square
root, cubing, and cube root.

U H P35 le

8

The student is able to use knowledge of
scientific notation to place the deci-
mai in the answer to a computation
performed on the slide rule.

U H P33

P35

le

8

5a 2.4



Computational Devices

COURSE GOALS

11-3 Other Devices

MATHEMATICS 146

The student knows that historically

many devices have been used to facili-
tate computation (including Napier's
bones, tables, and mechanical calculat-
ing =chines).

The student is able to use devices
aid ; calculations (e.g., abacuses,
slide rules, nomographs, and tables).

The student knows the ways in which
calculators are classified (includ4m
by number of keys, function of keys,

presence of memory (storage), and
program capabilities).

The student is able to select a comput-
ing device appropriate to the task to
be performed.

The student is able to use a desk
calculator for the basic operations.

The student is able to add and subtract
with an abacus.

The student is able to operate a
programmable calculator.

The student is able to program a pro -

grammable r:alculator (i.e., adapt the
operations to particular problem
analysis).

p 11 II

PIUH

I U H

I UH

I U H

PI

H

K4

K6

P35

K5

8

P33

P47

P35 8

P35 le

8

P'3 r

P35

3b
4a
4f
5a

4a
4d
4f
5a

4a
4d
4f
5a

4a

4b

4f

5a

10.0

6.4

Culture

Technology
(VI ) Usefulnes


